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Introduction

The Genesis prologue is made up of all events in Genesis up until the
beginning of Abraham’s story. It is covers the beginning (1:1–2:3), the
generations of the heavens and the earth (2:4–4:26), the generations of
Adam (5:1–6:8), the generations of Noah (6:9–9:29), the generations of the
sons of Noah (10:1–11:9), and the generations of Shem (11:10–26).

Our goal here is to unify the thoughts and arguments from various
commentators and apologists into a single study on the prologue. Often
authors will focus on this or that part of the prologue in isolation, which
enables them to dive deep into the various issues related to a particular
passage, and is to this extent a good and worthy pursuit. But it is a double-
edged sword, as it prevents the fruit of this focus from being properly
contextualized within the overarching flow of the narrative as a whole. As
far as is possible, the present study is designed to avoid this downfall, by
giving time to both detail and overview. This is achieved by starting small
and gradually working toward more general and overarching questions.

The six sections of the Genesis prologue are covered in the first six
sections of our study, each of which is divided into sub-sections. These
sub-sections each correspond to a particular exegetical conclusion, and are
ordered roughly so that more specific conclusions are earlier and more
general conclusions are later. The last sub-section of each section discusses
the purpose for the entire section in Genesis, incorporating both the earlier
conclusions from that section as well as the purposes of previous sections
in Genesis. This structure is then repeated at a higher level, with the
seventh section of our study discussing the purpose of the entire prologue.
In the eighth section we will our focus from exegetical questions to discuss
issues such as divine inspiration, divine accommodation, the inerrancy of
scripture, and evolutionary biology.

Many of the individual conclusions discussed here are not original, al-
though sometimes additional or alternative arguments have been provided
where I believe improvements can be made. I encourage interested readers
to read the cited works and authors in order to further their study of the
relevant topics. Of course, the task of unifying conclusions from various
authors will require some original contributions from myself, and apart
from the additions or alterations of supporting arguments, these original
contributions are for the most part played by the closing sub-section of
each section.

Now, it must openly admitted that a number of the conclusions drawn
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in this study are contrary to beliefs deeply-held by many Christians today.
I have not desire to unsettle anyone, but if such unsettling is necessary
in order to bring us to a deeper understanding of God’s word, then we
should not let it be a deterrence. Hopefully this discussion will help
readers to see that by letting the author of Genesis speak for himself,
rather than imposing interpretations that our modern sensibilities find
intuitive, we can more fully appreciate the richness of what God wants to
teach us.
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1 The beginning

1.1 The creation account begins with a title

Genesis opens with the introduction, “In the beginning God created the
heavens and the earth” (1:1). Now, there is some disagreement about how
this introduction is supposed to relate to the creation week that follows it
(1:2–2:3). Roughly two views exist.

The temporal reading takes the introduction to be describing events that
happen before the creation week. Since the creation week begins with
primordial matter — which is shaped and formed throughout the week
— this would mean that the event described in the introduction is the
creation of this primordial matter out of nothing. The titular reading takes
the introduction to be a title for the events of the creation week, so that the
first events of creation happen on day one. On this reading, the creation
narrative presupposes an already existing primordial matter without telling
us how it came into existence. If the titular reading is correct, then the
doctrine that God creates out of nothing would not be found here at
the beginning of Genesis and must be substantiated from elsewhere in
scripture.1

Now, it is well-known that the author has organized Genesis under
a number of headings, variously translated “generations” or “accounts.”
Five of these are in the Genesis prologue:

1. “These are the generations of the heavens and the earth when they
were created...” (2:4)

2. “This is the book of the generations of Adam.” (5:1)

3. “These are the generations of Noah.” (6:9)

4. “These are the generations of the sons of Noah, Shem, Ham, and
Japheth.” (10:1)

5. “These are the generations of Shem.”(11:10)

1For example, “All things were made through him, and without him was not any
thing made that was made.” (John 1:2), “For by him all things were created, in heaven
and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities
— all things were created through him and for him.” (Colossians 1:16), “...in the presence
of the God in whom he believed, who gives life to the dead and calls into existence the
things that do not exist.” (Romans 4:17)
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Notice that these generations start start immediately after the creation
week. It seems quite natural to understand 1:1 to be playing a similar role
for the creation, functioning as a heading or title for it.

But if this were the case, why would the author not word this heading
like the others, saying something like, “This is the account of God the
creator”? The answer becomes clear once we realize that the underlying
Hebrew word for “account” or “generations” is toledoth, which derives
from the Hebrew verb for “beget.” All the accounts after the creation week
are about something that is created (heavens and earth) or of someone
who begets children (Adam, Noah, etc.), and so it is perfectly acceptable
to speak of their toledoth. But to speak of the transcendent creator being
begotten (or created) or begetting others is wholly inappropriate in Hebrew
theological thought. Thus, when writing the heading for the opening
account of God and his creative act, the author uses a slightly different
phraseology to avoid having to talk about God in unacceptable terms.

We see something similar when the author enumerates Adam’s family
line through Seth (5:1–32). There God is said to have created Adam in
his own likeness, while Adam is said to have fathered Seth in his own
likeness. The author wants us to see a parallel between the creator-creature
relationship and the father-son relationship without committing himself
to the idea that God is somehow the actual father of a creature.2

Besides how it fits into the broader structure of Genesis, the content of
the creation week itself suggests the titular reading. In 2:1–2 the author
summarizes God’s work in creation by saying, “Thus the heavens and the
earth were finished, and all the host of them. And on the seventh day God
finished his work that he had done, and he rested on the seventh day from
all his work that he had done.” This summary echoes what was described
in 1:1. The question to be answered is when exactly God start the work
that is summarized in 2:1–2. Did he start it in 1:1 before the creation week
began, or did he start it on the first day of the week in 1:3? Three points
suggest the latter option.

First, this summary is explicitly situated on the seventh day, rather
than after it. Thus, it is natural to read the author as summarizing the
work done within the week up until this point.

Second, as we shall see in section 1.7, the author presents the creation
using the metaphor of a week because it represents the common cycle of

2We discuss why this parallel is important in section 3.3.
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work and rest. This further supports the idea that he understood God’s
creative work being described here as contained within the week itself.

Third, the distinction between “the heavens and the earth” and “all
the host of them” aligns well with the structure and content of the six
preceding days of creation. We will unpack this more in section 1.4, but
for now it is sufficient to point out that “the heavens and the earth” refers
to the realms created on the first three days, and “all the host of them”
refers their inhabitants created on the second three days. Thus, 2:1–2 is
quite explicitly summarizing what’s happened within the preceding six
days.

On the temporal reading, we can make sense of this summary by
dividing God’s creative activity into two stages. On this proposal, the first
stage of God’s activity is described in 1:1, wherein he begins creation with
the primordial matter, and the second stage is described in the creation
week, wherein he finishes creation by forming this primordial matter. Then,
we could say that 2:1–2 summarizes not all of God’s activity, but only this
second stage of his activity. But there are a number of problems with this
proposal.

First, 1:1 does not describe God creating the primordial matter but
rather the heavens and the earth, which themselves are explicitly narrated
as being created within the week, on the second and third days respectively.
Thus, it is mistaken to separate the work described in 1:1 from the work
done within the week. While it’s true that in Hebrew the phrase “the
heavens and the earth” is an idiomatic way of referring to “everything,”
this alone does not give us license to ignore the author’s explicit naming
of the realms within the week. A better approach is to understand the
author as describing the creation of the “everything” he’s interested in,
which he shows us through the course of the creation week.3 That the
author uses the phrase in this way is strongly supported by the fact that
the “generations of the heavens and the earth when they were created”
recounts events that happen within the creation described within the week,
without any regard for the primordial or angelic reality outside of this.

Second, it is clear from the author’s phrasing that he saw God as
finishing his work on the seventh day (2:2). That is, this finishing was not

3Perhaps this is what Hebrews were typically quantifying over when they used
the phrase. Since the primordial state was destroyed in the course of creation, it was
presumably not considered part of everything in typical usage.
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something he did across the span of the week, as the proposal suggests,
but rather the state reached on the seventh day. But if the finishing only
happens on day seven, then the work that is finished — and summarized
as the creation of the heavens and the earth — must refer to the first
six days. This reading is confirmed by Moses’ reflection in the fourth
commandment: “For in six days the Lord made the heavens and the earth,
the sea, and all that is in them, but he rested on the seventh day. Therefore
the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and made it holy.” (Exodus 20:11)

Third, it’s surprising that the author doesn’t say in 1:1 that God began
creation, but simply that he created. This would have made 1:1 and 2:1
work well as bookends for the middle bit of the passage. The fact that
he doesn’t do so suggests that they are not to be read as the beginning
and end of a process respectively, but as a heading and fulfillment of
the description in that heading: we are told in 1:1 that God created the
heavens and the earth, and by 2:1–3 we’ve seen him do so throughout the
week and finish on the seventh day.

William Lane Craig — citing work by John Sailhammer — objects to the
titular reading as follows:4

Against taking verse 1 to be merely a title or a chapter heading,
I think it can be objected that the grammatical relationship
between verse 1 and 2 then becomes an insuperable problem.
For verse 1 is connected to verse 2 by the Hebrew word waw,
which is the Hebrew word “and.” In the Hebrew it actually says
“in the beginning God created the heavens and the earth and the
earth was without form and void.” This “and”, this conjunction,
indicates a relationship of connection between God’s primary
act of creation and then his subsequent acts of creation. What is
suggested by the Hebrew grammar has actually been rigorously
proved by computer-aided grammatical analysis. My colleague
John Sailhammer at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School carried
out such a study and he said that the computer analysis shows
that in Hebrew, whenever you have a construction that consists
of waw, this conjunction “and”, plus a non-predicate and a
predicate, like a subject and a verb, waw plus a non-predicate
and a predicate, then the clause that precedes the waw furnishes

4Craig, Doctrine of Creation part 1.
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either background information or circumstantial information to
what follows, depending upon the relation of this construction
to the main verb. Whenever this construction precedes the
main verb, as it does in verse 2, then he says it is background
information which is being given. So, accordingly, verse 1 is
not simply a chapter heading or a title. Rather, it is a historical
statement which gives background information to verse 2 so
that it does mean that in the very beginning God created the
heavens and the earth and then it goes on to describe what he
does with the earth.

There are two related points we can make in response to this.
First, if our suggestion is correct that the author is using 1:1 as a

heading similar to the other headings in Genesis, then it can be a heading
and give background information. The heading serves as a way of telling
the reader what events we’re about to focus on, and of telling us from
which perspective we are to understand the following verses.5 The author
wants us to understand that we begin from God’s perspective outside of
creation, and then in the next section we turn to consider things from
within creation. Indeed, the fact that God creates “in the beginning” rather
than after some long genealogy or as part of some pre-existing war is
also background information that sets the scene for what we’re about to
see.(see section 1.8)

Second, the author of Genesis uses the same waw construction in 2:4–
5 as he does in 1:1, and it is quite clear that 2:4 is a heading for the
section beginning with 2:5.6 So, whatever implications we draw from the
construction of 1:2, it cannot preclude us reading 1:1 as a title.

In summary, then, both its relation to the broader structure of Genesis
and its relation to the creation week give us good reasons for preferring
the titular reading of 1:1. And there are no comparably good reasons
for preferring the temporal reading. Thus, we conclude that 1:1 acts as a
heading similar to the toledoth headings throughout Genesis, but which
is specially catered to narrating God and his activity of creating. This
particular narrative, but not the entirety of scripture, restricts itself to the
creation of everything in material creation that we can see around us,
and can therefore presuppose the primordial matter from whence is was

5For a discussion about what this means when the perspective is God’s, see section 1.7.
6NET Bible translation notes, Gen. 1:2 n1, Gen. 2:5 n1.
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formed without talking about its creation. The entirety of God’s activity
in this narrative is contained within his work week, which is finished and
summarized on the seventh day.

1.2 A solid firmament separates the waters on the second
day

Leaving the relevant word untranslated, the second day of creation is as
follows:

And God said, “Let there be a raqia in the midst of the waters,
and let it separate the waters from the waters.” And God made
the raqia and separated the waters that were under the raqia
from the waters that were above the raqia. And it was so. And
God called the raqia Heaven. And there was evening and there
was morning, the second day.

Many modern translations render raqia as “expanse” in contrast to
traditional translations which typically render it as “firmament.” As Seely
explains, there are good reasons for preferring the traditional translation,
where this firmament is understood to be a solid dome that stretches above
a flat earth, literally meeting it at the horizon.7 Briefly, these reasons are
as follows.

First, there was an historically universal belief that the sky is this solid
firmament that meets the earth at the horizons, and we have no reason to
think that the author of Genesis diverged from this accepted cosmology of
his time.

Second, the stars, sun, and moon in 1:14 are not placed above the raqia,
but in it. Surely the author did not think that these existed in the air within
which birds also fly.

And third, the birds in 1:20 do not fly in the raqia, but across its face.
The Spirit of God is described in 1:2 as doing the same thing for the waters
of the great deep.

Related to this, some have suggested that the phrase “waters above”
should be understood as clouds that were originally hovering above the
face of the oceans. However, as Seely argues, these are better understood

7Seely, “The Firmament and the Water above Part I”.
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as being originally part of the great deep (1:2) and then on the second day
being separated out and held above the earth by the solid firmament.8

First, while not as universally believed as the solid firmament, it seems
that ancient Near Eastern (and to some extent Egyptian) thought included
the idea of the water of the oceans being split into those above the firma-
ment and those below which we see.9 Since the Genesis prologue arises
from such a context, it is likely that this influence is present here.10

Second, the firmament is placed in the midst of or in between the waters,
rather than between the waters and some clouds above them. There is no
mention of clouds anywhere in the narrative, so the waters mentioned in
1:6 are most likely the same waters as were mentioned previously in 1:2,
over which the Spirit hovered. To place something in their midst requires
dividing them up, which implies that there was actual water above the
firmament.

Third, the firmament is explicitly said, twice, to separate the waters from
the waters, not clouds or vapor from the waters. The double use of the
same term indicates that the author intends us to understand the things
being separated are the same thing, namely the water we see in our oceans.

1.3 The luminaries are created on the fourth day

The fourth day of creation describes the creation of the luminaries (or
lights) in the firmament, which are divided into the great lights (that rule
day and night) and the stars. The purpose of these luminaries is primarily
to enact the separation of light and darkness that was covered on the first
day of creation. In doing this, they will also mark out signs, seasons, and
days of the year, as well as give light to the earth.

For various reasons, some commentators have argued that these lumi-
naries were not created on the fourth day, but that they merely made to
appear or established in their function on the fourth day. Having said this,
some will additionally speculate that the luminaries were in fact created
on the first day.

Before turning to some of these proposals, we can give three reasons

8Seely, “The Firmament and the Water above Part II”.
9In particular, the best way to explain both the similarities and dissimilarities between

the Genesis account of the Babylonian creation epic Enuma Elish is by reference to a
common tradition, likely going back to the ancient Near East.

10For some brief discussion on the ancient Near Eastern and Egyptian influences on
the Genesis prologue, see sections 3.2 and 8.1.
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for preferring the reading that has these luminaries being created on the
fourth day.11

First, in every other case the refrain “God said, ‘Let there be X...’ And
it was so,” it describes God bringing something into existence. We would
need some strong reason for thinking the fourth day was an exception to
this rule.

Second, the same Hebrew word for “made” in 1:16 is also used by the
author of the firmament in 1:7, where it is clearly referring to creating
something.

Third, in 1:17 God is described as setting or placing the lights in the
firmament, which is difficult to square with a purely functional reading
but is relatively easy to square with a creation reading.

Fourth, this proposal makes the fourth day relatively useless by making
it the only day on which nothing new is created — the lights having already
been created on the first day. Indeed, the sun couldn’t really be said to be
put to use on the fourth day either, since on this proposal it had already
been producing light for three days.

Some proponents of the function reading have noted the Hebrew word
for “made” using in 1:16 can also refer to putting something to use, rather
than bringing something into existence. This is true in general but, as
we mentioned in the second point above, in order to be consistent with
this reading, we’d need to interpret the second day as describing the
firmament as merely being put to use rather than being created. And such
an interpretation seems contrary to the purpose of that day.

Sailhammer has argued that the differences in syntax between 1:6 and
1:14 suggest that the latter is concerned solely with function.12 Unlike the
expanse in 1:6, the lights in 1:14 are connected with their purpose using an
additional lamed infinitive. Thus, 1:6 reads, “Let there be a firmament in the
midst of the waters, and let it separate the waters from the waters” while
1:14 reads, “Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens to separate
the day from the night” (with emphasis on the infinitive). Sailhammer
claims that because of this difference in syntax, the proper translation of
1:14 should presuppose the creation of the lights at some earlier stage,
rather than describe it, and that its description should be limited solely to

11These, and others, are discussed in Kline, “Space and Time in the Genesis Cos-
mogony”.

12Sailhamer, “Genesis in The Expositor’s Bible Commentary Vol. 2”.
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the purpose of these lights: “Let the lights in the [firmament] of the sky
separate...”

The problem with this argument is that it puts too stringent a restriction
on the author, in terms how much freedom he allowed to describe the
creations of things and their purposes. There is nothing syntactically
invalid with saying that the lights were created with a particular function
in mind — that they were created to perform that function — as the typical
translations of 1:14 have it, and the fact that he speaks of the creation
of the lights slightly differently to how he speaks of the creation of the
firmament is unproblematic for two reasons.

First, almost all the creation statements differ slightly from the others,
both in terms of how the creation is described and to what extent it is
related to a purpose.

Second, we can quite neatly explain why the description of the creation
of the luminaries must be more closely connected with their purpose than
that of the firmament: as we will see in section 1.4, the author wants us
to see a close connection between the first and fourth days. So, while he
must speak of a connection between the luminaries and the firmament for
cosmological reasons, he has reason for wanting to put as little focus on
this connection as possible, since the firmament is a second-day reality.
Thus, when describing the creation of the luminaries, he quickly moves
past their location to their purpose, which has to do with the first-day
realities of day and night.

Cole has also argued for the function reading on the basis of syntax,
although he approaches it differently to Sailhammer.13 He gives two
reasons.

First, he notes that 1:14 introduces a semi-poetic pattern that continues
through to 1:15 for a total of three sentences.14 Each of the three sentences
starts with a copula (“be”) followed by a lamed prepositional phrase (“to
separate the day...”, “to serve as signs...”, and “to serve as lights in the
firmament giving light...”). From here he proceeds to argue as follows:

In both of these subsequent sentences, the first lamed used
clearly introduces the complement of the subject [the serving
as signs, and the serving as lights that give light]. The burden

13Cole, “Genesis 1:14”. Indeed, Cole is critical of Sailhammer’s argument, and seeks to
establish the same conclusion via different means.

14The third sentence starts in 1:15, which some translations merge with the previous
verse for a total of two verses.
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of proof is thus upon those who want to argue that the case
should be any different in Gen 1:14a.

But this burden is easily borne. Of course the second two sentences will
indicate nothing about the creation of the luminaries, since they serve as an
extension of the first sentence by clarifying the purpose of the luminaries
stated in the first.15 Together, the three sentences make up one idea, and so
the creation of the luminaries need only be understood once. That this is
how the author uses these second two sentences is clear from the fact that
the fulfillment phrase (“And it was so.”) only occurs after all three: the
pattern of the other days shows us that this fulfillment phrase represents
the end of the core idea of each day, with subsequent verses developing
upon it.

Second, he claims that the use of the “lamed of purpose” precludes the
creation reading:

Second, the lamed is used before the noun “signs” in Gen 1:14b
and before the expression “lights in the expanse of the sky” in
Gen 1:15a as a “lamed of purpose,” which usually includes the
idea of a changed status or form. The idea would thus be that
of “the lights in the expanse of the sky” becoming “signs” and
becoming “lights in the expanse of the sky to light up the earth,”
rather than coming into existence on the fourth day.16

But this assumes a false dichotomy between a statement being about
the creation of something and that same statement being about the purpose
of something. As we said above, when discussing Sailhammer’s argument,
there is nothing invalid about saying that something is created to perform
a particular function. Thus, it is not enough that the author gives the
purpose of the luminaries to show that he is not interested in their creation.
Cole needs an additional argument for excluding their creation, which he
does not give.

15That is, the signalling of seasons, days, and years, (1:14b) and the giving of light on
the earth (1:15), are all things that happen by virtue of the luminaries separating day from
night (1:14a). As we mentioned above, the author’s primary focus is the connection of
the luminaries on the fourth day to the day and night of the first, and so this description
of their purpose takes center-stage. But, knowing that this might be a bit obscure, he
unpacks what this means for time-tracking and illumination of the earth.

16Emphasis original. I have conflated the Hebrew words and their translations for the
sake of ease in reading.
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While not true of all who say that the fourth day does not describe the
creation of the luminaries, for some this position is motivated by the desire
to interpret the creation week in a scientifically consistent way. Everyone
agrees that it is a strange feature of the creation week that light exists three
days before the luminaries which give that light are created.

Some of those who wish to explain how this could be, but who are also
convinced that the luminaries were indeed created on the fourth day, have
explained the existence of the light by saying that on the first three days
it emanated from some other source, perhaps even God himself. Now,
nowhere in the text does the author suggest a substitute source of the
light during the first three days. Any such proposal must read this into
(or behind) the author’s words without any justification over and above
the desire to explain what is left unexplained by the text itself.

Neither kind of explanation, then, seems to be an appropriate inter-
pretation of the passage. The luminaries were created on the fourth day
and are the only given source of light, in spite of there being light on
the first three days without them. A better approach is to question the
assumption that there need be a scientifically consistent interpretation at
all. We develop such an approach in section 1.7.

1.4 Creation is structured in terms of realms and hosts

The first six days of creation are highly structured along two axes. Firstly,
in terms of realms that are each filled with their respective host. And
secondly, in terms of the heavens above and the earth below.17 We will
refer to the first as the “literary framework” structure, and to second
as the ”two-register” structure of the creation week. These structures
are not alternatives to one another, but are rather two overlapping and
complementary structures that work together. Here we will consider each
of these in turn.

In the literary framework structure, each of the first three days describe
the creation of a realm, while each of the second three days describe the
creation of the host of the corresponding realm:

17See Kline, “Because It Had Not Rained” for a discussion of the first, and Kline,
“Space and Time in the Genesis Cosmogony” for a discussion of the two together.
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Realm Host
Day and Night (day 1) Luminaries (day 4)
Heaven and Seas (day 2) Birds and Fish (day 5)
Earth (day 3) Beasts and Man (day 6)

That the author intends us to see the days structured in this way can
be seen in two ways.

First, on each of second set of days the creation is deliberately framed
in terms of the realm that was created on the corresponding day in the
first set. When the luminaries are created on the fourth day, the author
is careful to explain that the two great lights are “to rule over the day
and over the night, and to separate the light from the darkness” (1:18), which
clearly connects them with the things created on the first day. When God
creates the fish and birds on the fifth day, they are described in terms of
swarming in the waters (sea), and flying across the face of the heavens (1:20),
again clearly connecting them to the things created on the second day.
When the animals are created on the sixth day, their creation is described
in terms of the earth bringing them forth (1:24), and the provision of food
emphasized for the humans and animals is the vegetation that was created
along with the earth on the third day (1:29–30).

Second, the author explicitly distinguishes between the realms and
their host when he says, “Thus the heavens and the earth were finished,
and all the host of them.” (2:1) Since this is how he summarizes the first
six days of the creation week, it is clear that he intends us to see this
structure in them.

The two-register structure adds to the literary framework structure by
ordering the pairs of days in accordance with the ancient Hebrew two-
register conception of reality. As is well-known, the phrase “the heavens
and the earth” is a Hebrew idiom used to refer to all of reality. On a literal
level, the heavens and the earth refer to the firmament above and the dry
land below. But conceptually this is expanded so that heavens can include
the invisible dwelling place of God and the earth can be everything else
below this, including the sea and the animals and humans throughout
creation.18 In this expanded and idiomatic view, then, heaven is the upper
register of all of reality and earth is the lower register.

This gives an ordering of the pairs of days in the creation week as
follows. The first and fourth day deal exclusively with the upper register

18See, for example, Genesis 11:5, Deuteronomy 26:15, 1 Kings 8:22–30, Isaiah 66:1,
Psalm 11:4, 102:18–19.
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of the heavens, the second and fifth days deal with both an upper register
(the face of the heavens) and a lower register (the waters), and the third
and sixth days deal exclusively with the lower register of the earth. Thus,
the week as a whole seems to be moving gradually from the upper register
(where God dwells) down to the lower register (where humans dwell):

Register Realm Host
Upper Day and Night (day 1) Luminaries (day 4)
Upper and Lower Heaven and Seas (day 2) Birds and Fish (day 5)
Lower Earth (day 3) Beasts and Man (day 6)

The second and fifth days are more appropriate to function as a “middle
layer” than might first appear. While the luminaries are described as being
in the firmament of the heavens (1:14), the birds are described as flying
across the face of this firmament (1:20). Thus, the birds actually occupy the
space between the firmament and the land below. And while the waters
occupied by the fish are undoubtedly in the lower register, these waters
below were shown to be connected to the waters above in their creation on
the second day and so are in some senses connected with them. Thus, the
middle layer quite naturally acts as bridge between the other two.

That the author intends us to see the pairs of days structured in this way
is again suggested by his summary of the creation week, and particularly
his description of the realms as “the heavens and the earth.” (2:1) It is
fitting for the week to have this movement from the heavens to the earth
encoded in the ordering of its pairs, as it enables the author to gradually
move from just God (1:1) and events from his perspective (section 1.7) to
creation and events from the perspective of his creatures (2:4ff).

Those critical of the literary framework structure point out that the
structure imperfectly matches up to the passage itself. Most notably, the
seas are named on the third day rather than the second, and the luminaries
are created in the heavens, which were created on the second day, rather
than the light, which was created on the first day. Since these elements
don’t line up, the objection goes, it can’t be that the author intended to
structure the week in such a literary framework.

Now, it is important for us to remember that all of realms and host
together make up a unified reality, and it is unsurprising that there would
be shared elements between the days like this. Our focus should not be
on what happens to mentioned on what days, but on what the author the
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emphasizes on each day. Once we recognize this, the problems raised in
this objection disappear.

Regarding the seas, two things can be said.
First, while they are named on the third day, the waters below are

created on the second day as a consequence of their separation from the
waters above. Since creation is the focus of the six days, the waters are
therefore being emphasized on the second day.

Second, the naming of the waters below as seas is in contrast to the
earth rather than the heavens (1:10). Naturally, then, their naming can
only occur once the earth — with which they are to be contrasted — exists,
and this happens on the third day. Indeed, this point is more critical than
might first appear, since strictly speaking, it is not the waters below as such
which are called the seas, but only the waters below when they are gathered
together. So really, before the waters below were gathered together in the
creation of the earth, there were no seas of which to speak.19

Regarding the luminaries, while they are created in the heavens, the
point that is emphasized in every verse of the fourth day is their relation to
the light and darkness, which were created on the first day. Thus, while
the author must mention the heavens as a matter of cosmological necessity,
he could not have more repeatedly emphasize the relation between the
luminaries and God’s work on the first day.

So, upon closer inspection we find that these objections give us little
reason for abandoning our earlier conclusions.

1.5 The creation of realms is orderly

We saw in section 1.1 that the creation week starts with the world already
as described in 1:2, namely as an “unfilled mass covered by water and
darkness.”20 Creation itself is not construed in terms of God creating from
nothing, but rather as fashioning this formless state into the world we now
see around us, perhaps like a sculptor would mould formless clay into
a discernible shape. Thus, the creation of the realms on the first days of
the creation week is described in terms of separation or division: light is

19We shouldn’t read this as implying that the seas were also created along with the
earth on the third day. The point is that the seas are the same thing as the waters
below (created on the second day) but only given this name in contrast to the earth they
surround. Once the earth is created (on the third day) the waters below now fulfill the
function of surrounding it, and so can be given the appropriate name.

20NET Bible translation notes, Gen. 1:2 n7.
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separated from darkness (1:4), the waters below are separated from the
waters above (1:6–7), and the waters below are gathered together to allow
for the dry land (1:9–10). The point is to show us that creation of the
heavens and the earth occurs deliberately and orderly, and by means of
imposing order upon chaos, rather than by some accident or because of
some disorder among the gods.

1.6 God’s image consists in responsibility over creation

The title “image of God” that is given to humans indicates that we are
limited representations of God. In order to properly understand the
force of this title, it is helpful to distinguish between its ground and its
consequences. Its ground is the feature of humans makes us be the image of
God, whereas its consequences are any features that are logically required
for follow from its ground.

Now, the primary passage for understanding the ground is the initial
creation of mankind in 1:26–28:

Then God said, “Let us make man in our image, after our
likeness. And let them have dominion over the fish of the sea
and over the birds of the heavens and over the livestock and
over all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on
the earth.”

So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he
created him male and female he created them.

And God blessed them. And God said to them, “Be fruitful and
multiply and fill the earth and subdue it and have dominion
over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and
over every living thing that moves on the earth.”

Here we see the interplay between being in God’s image and having
dominion over creation. Since this connection is emphasized here, it seems
that the author intends us to understand the ground of our being in God’s
image to be our dominion over the rest of creation. Four points support
this reading.

First, the “and” (Hebrew vav) connecting the two ideas in 1:26 should
be read as giving dominion over creation as the purpose for being made
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in God’s image.21 That is, God intends to make humans in his image and
achieves this by giving them this dominion.

Second, both the blessing of the animals (1:22) and of the humans (1:28)
have to do with the nature of the thing being blessed. For the animals
this includes just being fruitful and multiplying, but for humans, who are
God’s image-bearers, it also includes dominion over creation.

Third, as we will see in section 1.8, the purpose of the creation week as
a whole is to introduce God as the supreme creator of everything, who
sustains all creations and seeks its good. So, it is natural that the author
would see something like this as being the fundamental feature of humans
that sets them apart as image-bearers of God.

Fourth, when the image of God is brought up again — in the covenant
with Noah in 9:1–7 — there is again strong emphasis on human dominion
over the rest of creation, albeit in slightly different words. Clearly the
author sees an intimate connection between these two ideas.

Having seen that the image of God is grounded in our dominion over
the rest of creation, we must clarify a few things.

First, in this context dominion should not be understood as tyrannical
or arbitrary, but as involving care for those over which one has authority.
We see this in God’s dominion over creation, with concern for everything
being good and blessing his creatures (1:22, 28). We see this his command
to the man to care for the garden (2:15). And we see it in his commanding
Noah to shelter and provide for the animals in the ark (6:18–22). Both
tyranny and arbitrariness are perversions of the proper exercise of domin-
ion.22 As Wenham says, “While legitimizing human use of the world’s
resources, God gives no licence for our abuse of his creation.”23

Second, while the blessing of humans doesn’t constitute a command,
its close connection with our nature means that it nevertheless retains
some normative force, acting as the measure of our success as humans.
That is not a command is evident from the fact that the language the
author uses elsewhere to indicate a command (eg. 2:16) is not used in the
blessings. This is further supported by the fact that the birds and the fish

21NET Bible translation notes, Gen. 1:26 n50.
22This point is not undermined by the later description of the fear and dread of animals

for humans (9:2), since such terms do not necessitate evil actions on the part of the
authority, as is evident from the fact the fear of God is good for us (cf. Proverbs 1:7,
Psalms 2:11).

23Wenham, Genesis. New Bible Commentary.
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are blessed as well, and it seems a category mistake for God to command
them in the same way he commands humans. But we mustn’t fall into the
opposite error of thinking that the blessings impose no standard upon us
at all.24 Rather, we must recognize the connection between the blessings
and the natures of the things being blessed: when God blesses a creature
he enables it to flourish as the kind of thing that it is. Now God, as creator,
desires that his creation flourish, and might therefore step in when it fails
to do so — as he does with the flood and with the tower of Babel. When it
comes to humans, our nature brings with it the task of caring for the rest
of creation, and therefore our flourishing requires a fulfillment of this task.
By our very nature, then, we have a responsibility to uphold, and God
is interested in us upholding it. We refer to this middle-ground between
full-blown command and mere permission as our creation mandate.

Third, while dominion is the only ground of our being God’s image-
bearers, there are other features of our human nature that follow as logical
consequences of this ground. For the Hebrew, humans have a capacity
for wisdom and knowledge that the beasts do not.25 Since wisdom is the
tool for living well, if we are no more wise than the beasts then we are no
more equipped to care for others than they are. Moreover, philosophical
reflection shows us that rationality is a requirement for dominion, since
caring for something else requires an abstract grasp of goodness that we
can apply to them. From rationality also follows moral responsibility and
freedom of the will.26

Finally, all humans bear God’s image. While he doesn’t say so explicitly,
Wright seems to suggest that only Adam and Eve were God’s image-

24Walton, for example, makes this mistake when he says that the blessings merely
grant permission or privilege, in Walton, “The Mesopotamian Background of the Tower
of Babel Account and Its Implications”, p. 166.

25See, for instance, Job 35:10–11. Consider also the Teacher’s hyperbolic description
in Ecclesiastes 3:16ff. The fact that he uses shared ignorance as a way to point out our
similarity to the beasts only makes sense if a key way we are different from them is
regarding wisdom and foresight.

26It is beyond our scope here to unpack why this is all true. I have discussed some of
this more in depth in Elliott, From Morality to Nature and Back Again.
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bearers.27 But this proposal seems multiply-flawed: the description in
1:26-28 is general in nature,28 the application in 9:1–7 is to all humans, and
Psalm 8 — which is a reflection on creation — also refers to all humans
as God’s image-bearers. While Adam and Eve had a vocation beyond
that applicable to all humans, the uniqueness of this vocation should be
understood as in addition to their being in God’s image.

1.7 The creation week is divine metaphor

We mentioned in section 1.4 that the ancient Hebrew conception of reality
was in terms of two registers. The upper register (called “the heavens”) is
God’s realm, while the lower register (called “the earth”) is the realm of us
material creatures. The upper register is mirrored in the lower register by
the latter including limited pictures of the former: God’s glory is expressed
throughout creation, his throne is represented in our earthly kings, his
image in our authority, and so on.29

Since we lack direct access to the upper register, as creatures we must
think about it in terms of what we’re familiar with here in the lower register.
As Kline notes, sometimes the authors of scripture will narrate events
in the upper register — describing them from a “God’s-eye perspective”
— in terms of language and phenomena common in the lower register.
Such narration conveys the truth about God’s actions, but it does so
metaphorically rather than literally, since God does not literally dwell in
the lower register or share in our limitations. Since the narration has to

27See Wright, “Excursus of Paul’s Use of Adam”. I have tried my best to interpret
Wright charitably here, but I struggle to see how else I am to take his statements. He
says that, “... just as God chose Israel from the rest of humankind for a special, strange,
demanding vocation, so perhaps what Genesis is telling us is that God chose one pair form
the rest of early hominids for a special, strange, demanding vocation. This pair (call them Adam
and Eve if you like) were to be representatives of the whole human race, the ones in
whom God’s purposes to make the whole world a place of delight and joy and order,
eventually colonizing the whole creation, were to be taken forward. God the Creator put
into their hands the fragile task of being his image-bearers. If they failed, they would
bring the whole purpose of the wider creation, including all those other nonchosen
hominids, down with them. They were supposed to be the life-bringers, and if they failed
in their task, the death that we already endemic in the world as it was would engulf them
as well.” (pp. 177-178)

28Also, we are clearly not meant to take the blessing of the fish and birds in 1:22 as
referring to a small subset of fish or birds. But the language in the two blessings is
identical.

29See Kline, “Space and Time in the Genesis Cosmogony” for more details.
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be metaphorical, the author has the freedom to apply lower register rules
only so far as they are helpful for conveying his point. We will refer to
this form of narration as divine metaphor. A fairly clear example of divine
metaphor can be found in Job 1:6–12:

Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present
themselves before the Lord, and Satan also came among them.
The Lord said to Satan, “From where have you come?” Satan
answered the Lord and said, “From going to and fro on the
earth, and from walking up and down on it.” And the Lordsaid
to Satan, “Have you considered my servant Job, that there is
none like him on the earth, a blameless and upright man, who
fears God and turns away from evil?” Then Satan answered
the Lordand said, “Does Job fear God for no reason? Have you
not put a hedge around him and his house and all that he has,
on every side? You have blessed the work of his hands, and
his possessions have increased in the land. But stretch out your
hand and touch all that he has, and he will curse you to your
face.” And the Lordsaid to Satan, “Behold, all that he has is
in your hand. Only against him do not stretch out your hand.”
So Satan went out from the presence of the Lord.

The author of Job does not intend us to believe that the sons of God
literally walked up to God in a physical court of some kind, or that Satan
and God literally spoke to each other using audible human speech or
language. Rather, lower register language and imagery are being used to
convey metaphorically a challenge that occurred in the divine court in a
way that is understandable to humans who have only ever known their
lower register reality.30 As Kline explains,

The Book of Job offers a clear instance of the shaping of a piece
of literature by the two-layer cosmology. In the prologue, heav-
enly scenes (Job 1:6–12; 2:1–6) alternate with closely related
earthly scenes (Job 1:1–5, 13–22; 2:7–10). A similar movement
from the upper to the lower register is found throughout the
Book of Revelation. Each series of visions of happenings on

30Our point here is not undermined by the fact that Job is likely not historical narrative.
The point remains, since we see the switch from divine metaphor to literal lower register
descriptions within the narrative, irrespective of whether it is intended to be taken
historically or not.
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earth is introduced by a disclosure of the heavenly control cen-
ter of the universe, where the earthly judgments are decreed
and from where their executive agents descend. With its charac-
teristic opening of the heavens, the apocalyptic genre is a place
we naturally expect to find the formative impact of two-register
cosmology on literature. Another such place is a cosmogony
like the Genesis prologue.31

Given the distinction of the two registers, and the fact that the authors
of scripture sometimes speak of the upper register using divine metaphor,
it is worth asking whether this is how the creation week is intended to
be read as well. In other words, does the author intend the week to be a
“God’s-eye perspective” (upper register) or a “creature’s-eye perspective”
(lower register) of the events of creation? The language and structure
strongly suggest the former, for a number of reasons.32

First, as noted in section 1.1, 1:1 makes God and his actions the focus
throughout the creation week. Only in 2:4 does our focus turn to the events
happening in creation itself, as indicated by the title “the generations of
the heavens and the earth when they were created.”

Second, throughout the week it is exclusively God’s actions that are
being tracked, as if we are looking over his shoulder as he creates the
world. This is further emphasized by the fact that the heavenly court is
referred to as “us,” suggesting that the perspective of the narrative is from
within the court itself (upper register), rather than watching from the earth
(lower register). This is much like what we saw in Job above.

Third, lower register time (day 1) and time-tracking (day 4) are created
in the course of the week itself, and so cannot be presupposed by the
narrative of the week.

Fourth, on the seventh day we see God rest without any mention of
anything in the lower register. Thus, the day considers things from his
perspective rather than a creature’s. And since there is nothing to that
suggest that this day should be treated differently to the others, we should
therefore say the same of the others too.

Fifth, that the seventh day doesn’t end would be strange if the week
was in lower register time, but not if it were upper register time being

31Kline, “Space and Time in the Genesis Cosmogony”.
32Some, but not all, of the reasons enumerated here are given in ibid. I find the reasons

given here to be more directly to the point than some given by Kline.
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described metaphorically.
Sixth, the creation of the plants in 2:5–7 presupposes usual mechanisms

familiar to us in the lower register. This suggests that the unusual mecha-
nisms described in the creation week are meant to be from the perspective
of the upper register.33

The use of the week metaphor is particularly well-suited to the author’s
purpose. While the exact details of this will be discussed in section 1.8,
it is undeniable that the author seeks to show creation as the work of God.
All the better, then, to describe his work of creating in terms of the typical
lower register units of work: days in a week.

That God’s week has an unending seventh day, rather than starting a
new week of work, serves to underscore the fact that God’s creative work
is fully completed in the course of the preceding week. This would be a
strange feature if the week were expected to be understood in terms of
lower register time, but in divine metaphor the author is free to apply the
metaphor only so long as it is helpful for conveying his point. In this case,
it is more important to emphasize the completed nature of God’s work
than it is to perfectly line up the dots when comparing it to a typical lower
register week (which always moves on into the next week).

The upper register perspective also helps to explain why the author is
uninterested in discussing how light could be around three days before
the luminaries that govern them are created. From the perspective of the
lower register this is incoherent, but from the perspective of the upper
register this is no more confusing than the lines of a drawing existing
before the colour is filled in.

Sometimes the Sabbath commandment in Exodus 20:8–11 is used as
evidence that we should take the creation week to be in lower register
time:

Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days you shall
labour, and do all your work, but the seventh day is a Sabbath
to the Lordyour God. On it you shall not do any work, you, or
your son, or your daughter, your male servant, or your female

33First mentioned in Kline, “Because It Had Not Rained”. See also the supplementary
discussion in Futato, “Because It Had Rained”, and further development in Kline, “Space
and Time in the Genesis Cosmogony”.
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servant, or your livestock, or the sojourner who is within your
gates. For in six days the Lordmade heaven and earth, the sea,
and all that is in them, and rested on the seventh day. Therefore
the Lordblessed the Sabbath day and made it holy.

Three things can be said in response.
First, we’ve already said the lower register mirrors the upper register,

so it comes as no surprise that Moses uses this as the rationale for the
Sabbath commandment. This reasoning from Moses is no more confusing
as saying something like “just as God heard out Satan in Job 1, so too we
should hear out our enemies.” And it no more entails that we should take
the divine metaphor literally.

Second, the focus of the Sabbath commandment is not that the time
that tracks our work must be of the same kind as the time that tracked
God’s work, since in this case it would be irrelevant to the commandment.
Rather, the point is that just as God followed the work-then-rest pattern,
so should we.

Third, if we press the objector’s reasoning to its logical conclusion, it
would entail that we should work only one week and never again, since
God’s week is not followed by another after his rest.

There is no reason to think that the seven-day work week was instituted
in the giving of this commandment. The focus of the commandment is no
that work should now proceed on a seven-day cycle, but rather that the
seventh day should be used in service to God. It is quite possible — and
likely — that the seven-day work week was already in practice, and was
here being put to use by God.

1.8 The purpose of the account is to teach us the supremacy
and uniqueness of God the creator

We have drawn a number of conclusions about the opening section of
Genesis, and now we turn to the question of the author’s overall purpose
for including it at all. Modern readers of the account almost instinctively
assume the author is trying describe something like a video recording of
the origins of everything.34 The reason for this, the assumption goes, is
that the author is trying to answer questions similar to those commonly

34Paul Seely refers to this as the “VCR account” of events in numerous papers, for
example Seely, “Noah’s flood”.
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asked today — questions about cosmological and biological origins. But,
as our understanding of ancient thought (particularly the ancient thought
that likely influenced our author) has developed, such a reading has come
to be seen as anachronistic. As Wenham notes, “Genesis is not dealing
with the issues raised by twentieth-century science but with ideas current
in the ancient orient over 3000 years ago.”35 So, rather than reading our
modern-day questions into an ancient text, we should do our best to
understand the big questions of the author’s time and read the text in that
context.

In section 1.7 we saw that the author has framed this section in terms
of what we called divine metaphor. Significantly, this means that the author
is not interested in the lower register time and ordering involved in God’s
creating. Given that the week is being used metaphorically, speculations
about the age of the universe or order of biological origins on the basis of
it are misguided. Something similar might be said about the mechanisms
described in the week: God did not literally speak as we speak in the lower
register, by compressing sound waves. And it would be a mistake to read
the description in 1:24 as a description of biological origins of animals.
Rather, the author is incorporating into his divine metaphor a Hebrew
idiomatic description of material creatures (see section 2.1), to emphasize
the relationship between the events of the third and sixth days (see section
1.4).

So, if the author does not intend to convey facts about the timing,
the ordering, or the mechanisms of creation, then what does he intend
to convey? This is where comparative studies of ancient creation stories
and theologies provide some helpful avenues for answers. Since the late
nineteenth century, we have discovered various stories from the nations
around Israel and from ancient Mesopotamia. Initially, treatments of
these discoveries were simplistic, over-emphasizing either the similarities
between the Biblical story with the discovered stories or over-emphasizing
their differences. Treatments since then, however, have become more
nuanced and recognize a combination of both similarities and differences.
The picture that emerges from this more nuanced approach is that the
author of Genesis is “engaging in conversation” with his contemporaries
on the big questions of their time, by presenting a competing narrative
account of the world and the well-known events of their shared ancient
history. This narrative does not wholly agree with every competing

35Wenham, Genesis. New Bible Commentary.
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account, but neither does it wholly disagree with them. Indeed, even
in this opening section the differences between the Genesis account and
these other accounts can be quite significant. We summarize the more
significant differences in the following table:36

Category Other accounts Genesis

Pantheon
Many gods One God
Genealogies of the gods No genealogy
The gods marry and bear children God has no sex

Creation
From divine wars Intentional without conflict
Chaotic Ordered, forming and filling
Required magic With his word

Governance
Various gods over parts of nature One God over all creation
Parts of nature are parts of gods God is separate from his creation
The gods are parts of nature God creates everything in nature

Humans
Humans are divine Made in his image, but not God
Humans are divine slaves Representatives of God
Kings have unique divine likeness All humans bear God’s image

Note that the contents of the “other accounts” column do not describe
features that occur in all other accounts, but which occur in at least some
of them. The point is that Genesis emphasizes certain facts about God and
his relation to the world that we find absent in the other accounts.

Regarding the theology, God is presented as the unique and transcen-
dent creator over everything. Unique because there is no other creator but
him. Transcendent because he stands separate from his creation — indeed,
outside of lower register time and space — rather than being within cre-
ation37 or including creation of a part of himself. And over everything,
because every aspect of creation is shown to be under him, rather than
there being a number of gods, each over a different part of nature. Indeed,
because his creation is intentional and not an accidental by-product, he
also cares for the good of this creation. And because he is the sole creator,
he must be understood as having unrivaled power (a point that will come
up again in section 2.6).

Regarding the anthropology, humans are presented as representatives
of God within creation, ruling over it for its good rather than existing

36The content of the other accounts is sourced primarily from Wenham, Genesis. New
Bible Commentary and Cassuto, A Commentary on the Book of Genesis.

37Sometimes contemporaries took the sun, moon, or sea creatures to be gods in their
own right. In the Genesis account, these are all creations.
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simply to provide food for the gods or to serve them in some other
way. It is noteworthy that rather than humans providing food for God,
in the Genesis narrative it is God who provides for his human creation.
God cares for the good of humans like any other part of creation, but
distinguishes them by giving them the creation mandate. And rather than
the king or some special class of people being deified, everyone is given
this responsibility.

So, while this opening section of Genesis has little to say regarding our
modern scientific questions, when read in historical context it presents a
comprehensive and profound account of the one God who creates and
cares for all of creation, and who gives us humans responsibility over this
creation. As we shall see, this is the perfect setting for what follows.
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2 The generations of the heavens and the earth

2.1 The garden account is creaturely metaphor

In section 1.7 we saw that the author used divine metaphor when narrating
the creation week, which enabled him to emphasize important details
and leave out unimportant ones. Perhaps the most surprising feature of
divine metaphor is that it narrates historical events in a metaphorical way,
meaning that even though the events it describes actually happened they
did not happen literally in the way described. This use of “metaphorical
historical narrative” was to some extent necessary for the creation week,
since our understanding is bound by our experiences of the lower register
and God is not bound by such limitations.

In this section we will see that the author continues to use a form
of metaphorical historical narration, albeit with one notable difference:
instead of using lower register metaphors for upper register realities, here
the author uses lower register metaphors for lower register realities. That is,
instead of narrating historical events in the divine realm, he now turns to
narrate historical events within creation. Accordingly, we will refer to this
form of narration as creaturely metaphor.

Admittedly, identifying a passage as creaturely metaphor is signifi-
cantly more complicated than identifying a passage as divine metaphor.
This is because it is easier to identify creaturely metaphors of divine events
than it is identify creaturely metaphors of other creaturely events. The
thing to look out for when determining whether a particular passage is
creaturely metaphor is whether it narrates its events using commonly
understood idioms and fictions. After all, if the author presents the narra-
tive in a way that he knows his audience will instinctively recognize as
metaphor and does not attempt to counter-balance this impression, then it
is likely that he intends it to be understood in this way.

In this section we will focus on the metaphorical nature of the garden
narrative, and in section 3.1 we will see that the author nevertheless intends
us to understand it to be a narrative of historical people. Together, these
two facts lead us to conclude that this narrative is creaturely metaphor,
rather than fiction or literal historical narrative.

A number of features indicate that the author intends the garden
narrative to be read metaphorically.38

38The general approach here is inspired by Seely, “Adam and Anthropology”.
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First, the creation of man in 2:7 is described in terms of a common
Hebrew idiom used in reference to man’s mortality (see section 2.4).
Modern readers are only tempted to take this description literally because
it is not an idiom we are familiar with, and therefore not as quickly
recognized as such. But to the Hebrew reader, the description in 2:7 could
equally have been replaced with another idiom, such as that of God getting
out his needles and knitting Adam together (cf. Psalm 139:13). Of course
these idioms differ slightly in their implications, but the fact remains that
when read from the perspective of the original Hebrew audience, the
reference to a common idiom here is unmissable, and indicative of the
genre.

Second, Adam’s helper — the one who is to work at his side — is
depicted as being created out of his side (2:21). This would be the equivalent
of saying that Adam’s right-hand man was created from Adam’s right
hand.39

Third, in the narrative God is described as material in a matter-of-fact
way, which is radically contrary to how Hebrew thought envisaged him
in reality. His materiality is seen in his forming man from the dust of
the ground (2:7), which pictures him as kneeling down and picking up
dirt from the ground,40 and in him walking about the garden in the cool
of day (3:8). While the author will later mention God appearing as man
(18:1–2 and 32:22–32), in those cases there is some emphasis or special
reveal of the fact, indicating something extraordinary is happening. In the
garden narrative, by contrast, there is no such thing. This is surprising if
the author intends us to take the narrative as a literal presentation of the
events, but not if he intends it as a metaphorical presentation.

Fourth, by describing the narrative in terms of a garden, the author
is once again using a common ancient motif, this time one representing
God’s sacred place in the world. Besides the historical context, we can see
that he conceived of it as such a sacred space by the fact that Adam and
Eve are barred from the garden for their uncleanliness.41

39A metaphorical reading is further supported by the fact that, as noted in Walton, The
Lost World of Adam and Eve: Genesis 2–3 and the Human Origins Debate, pp. 77–78, Adam’s
“side” likely refers to an entire half of his body.

40Mackie, Genesis 1–11 Q+R. As discussed in NET Bible translation notes, 2:7 n20, the
term for forming is also used of an artist or potter fashioning their work.

41See Kline, Kingdom Prologue: Genesis Foundations for a Covenantal Worldview, p. 48 and
Walton, The Lost World of Adam and Eve: Genesis 2–3 and the Human Origins Debate, props.
12 and 13.
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Fifth, the notion of a naturally-occurring talking snake (3:1ff) would
have been just as absurd to the ancient Hebrews as it is to us. They
could have easily seen this the personification of a creature that regularly
threaten the flock of a shepherd, or perhaps as using an ancient motif for
a chaos creature.42

Together, these points suggest that the author intends us to read this
passage as a metaphorical portrayal of the events surrounding Adam
and Eve, whoever they may have been. Precisely which events are being
conveyed metaphorically will be discussed in section 2.7.

2.2 The accounts of Cain and Lamech are likely creaturely
metaphor

Having determined that the garden narrative is creaturely metaphor, we
now turn to the question of whether the narratives of Cain and Lamech are
as well. It is possible, after all, that in moving from the garden narrative
to the Cain and Lamech narratives the author also moves from creaturely
metaphor to a more literal form of historical narrative. Nevertheless, it
seems more likely that the latter is also creaturely metaphor, for at least
two reasons.

First, the author has grouped both narratives within a single section,
which suggests that he expects us to read them as one unit. While this
does not guarantee that they are the same genre, apart from arguments to
the contrary it seems that the default reading would group them together
in this way.

Second, God is still portrayed as material in a matter-of-fact way, as we
saw earlier in the garden narrative.

These two points suggest that the author intends us to continue reading
the narrative as creaturely metaphor. We must frankly admit, however,
that the case here is not as clear-cut as it was with the garden narrative. It
is because of this that we hedge our conclusion, and say that the Cain and
Lamech narratives are likely creaturely metaphor.

42Regarding the snake-as-chaos-creature suggestion, see Walton, The Lost World of Adam
and Eve: Genesis 2–3 and the Human Origins Debate, prop. 14.
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2.3 The knowledge of good and evil consists in the expe-
riential knowledge of both good and evil

The tree of the knowledge of good and evil holds a central place in the
garden narrative, and has understandably become the object of much
speculation. At first glance it is a bit puzzling why God would not want
Adam and Eve to have knowledge of what is good and evil. After all, does
he not expect them to effectively act on such knowledge when obeying
him?

To start, we should note that the Hebrew word for “knowledge” has a
much broader meaning than merely intellectual knowledge, whereby we
grasp abstract truths. In Genesis 4:1, for example, it says that, “Adam knew
Eve his wife, and she conceived and bore Cain.” The idea of knowledge
here carries an intimacy to it that the English word does not. And in
Psalm 1:6, the author contrasts the wicked and righteous by saying that,
“the Lord knows the way of the righteous, but the way of the wicked will
perish.” This would be a strange contrast if by “know” the author simply
meant to indicate that God was intellectually apprised about the righteous.

Moreover, the narrative indicates that Adam and Eve had intellectual
knowledge of good and evil in the sense of understanding that they were
expected to act one way rather than another. While Eve gets some of
the details wrong, she clearly indicates in 2:2–3 that she had such an
understanding. And God’s curses of Adam in 3:17–19 must presuppose
that he had such understanding prior to his disobedience.

Given these two considerations, it is clear that the knowledge of good
and evil cannot be the mere intellectual knowledge of their duties. But
then what can it be? We will consider three views.

First, that the knowledge of good and evil consists in the ability to define
what is good and evil for oneself. This view takes seriously the fact that
the Hebrew for “knowledge” has a broad scope of meaning, and proposes
that we here understand it in terms of manipulation or control of some
kind.

Second, that the knowledge of good and evil consists in wisdom and
would have been given to the humans in time, had they obeyed.43 On this
view, the humans took wisdom for themselves contrary to God’s will, and

43This is proposed in Walton, The Lost World of Adam and Eve: Genesis 2–3 and the Human
Origins Debate, props. 13 and 15.
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were punished for it.
Third, that the knowledge of good and evil consists in the experience

of both good and evil, as opposed to the experience of only good. On
this view, there needn’t be anything intrinsically special about the tree
itself, since the experience of evil arises simply from their disobedience.
Nevertheless, the irony is that in spite of the tree not being intrinsically
special, it still imparts some new knowledge through the very act of
disobedience required to eat of it.

To evaluate these views, we must consider three points.
First, the first and second views have a straightforward explanation

of how humans became like God when they ate of the tree (3:22), in that
before it was only God who could define good and evil or who had the
wisdom. On the third view, things are less clear. The “we” in 3:22 most
likely refers to the heavenly court, made up God, the angels, and possibly
other “heavenly” beings, as described in passages like Job 1:6–12, 1 Kings
22:19–22, and Isaiah 6:1–8.44 As the passages in Job and 1 Kings suggest,
not all members of this court are necessarily as good as God himself. The
“we” could include the good members of the court experiencing the evil
of the others, or it could include the entire court experiencing the evil
within itself. In the end, all that is required by 3:22 is that the members
of the heavenly court had experienced or known evil in some way, and
not necessarily in the way Adam and Eve would experience it within
themselves.

Second, the second and third views allow for the knowledge of good
and evil to include some form of intellectual revelation. This is would
explain why the snake could speak of their eyes being opened (3:5) and
why Eve saw that the tree would impart wisdom (3:6). By contrast, it’s
more difficult to explain these on the first view, because it has no space
for intellectual revelation.

Third, the third view fits nicely in the context of the preceding creation
week. There the scene was set by showing everything as good and blessed,
with the assumption being that all Adam and Eve would have known
initially was this goodness. In eating the tree and facing their own sin,
they come to intimately know both good and evil.

44The common Christian interpretation of the “we” as being a veiled reference to the
Trinity is unlikely to have occurred to the author of Genesis, whose worldview could not
accommodate such an idea, and had no reason to as of yet. Perhaps there is something
to be said of the view by way of progressive revelation or the typological sense of the
text, but here we are interested in the author’s immediate intention in the text.
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Since the third view is able to account for 3:22, and since the latter two
considerations show it to be preferable to the first and second views, it
seems to be the most plausible view. Nevertheless, there is some truth to
the first and second views, which can be seen once we distinguish what
it means to have knowledge of good and evil from what is involved in
the action of Adam and Eve eating from the tree. Their eating from the
tree amounts to them rejecting God’s definition (or specification) of what
is good, as in the first view. It also amounts to them seeking knowledge
outside of the bounds set by God, as in the second view. But when it
comes to what the text means by the phrase “knowledge of good and evil,”
it seems that the third option is the best.

2.4 Human nature did not fundamentally change in the
fall

When reflecting on the claim that sin brought death into the world (Romans
5:12), it is sometimes assumed that this occurred through a change in the
fundamental nature of human beings. After all — the reasoning goes —
if death was not a reality prior to the fall, but is clearly a feature of our
current nature, then it must have been that Adam and Eve were created
with a different nature than what they had after the fall.45 But the narrative
does not suggest that the fall brought any such change, which can be seen
in two ways.

First, as John Walton points out, the description of the creation of man
as “from the dust” (2:7) serves to emphasize his mortality. This is seen
in the text itself when God curses man by saying, “By the sweat of your
face you shall eat bread, till you return to the ground, for out of it you
were taken; for you are dust, and to dust you shall return.” (3:19) We see this
idiomatic connection between dust and mortality used throughout the
Old Testament. For example, in Psalm 103:14–16, it is used as part of a
discussion about our fleeting life:

For he knows how we are formed; he remembers we are dust.
As for man, his days are like grass; he flourishes like a flower

45This view is further reinforced by some translations of a term used by Paul in
reference to the aspect of us that produces sin. The term literally just means “flesh,” but
is in some translations translated “sinful nature.” This translation incorrectly suggests
that we have a distinct nature from Adam and Eve when they were created. But, once
the translation is corrected we see that the actual meaning has no such connotation.
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of the field; for the wind passes over it, and it is gone, and its
place knows it no more.

Ecclesiastes uses it similarly to Genesis when it says, “All go to one
place. All are from the dust, and to dust all return.” (3:20) And Job uses it
with reference to his death and destruction (10:8–9):

Your hands fashioned and made me, and now you have de-
stroyed me altogether. Remember that you have made me like
clay; and will you return me to the dust?

Examples can be multiplied endlessly, but the point should be clear
by now: the notion of being made of dust is intimately linked up to
human mortality. Since Adam’s creation is described in these terms, and
reaffirmed after the fall, the author of Genesis clearly saw him and Eve as
mortal from the beginning.

The second point that supports this conclusion comes from the author’s
own description of how death entered the world. This occurs in 3:22–24:

Then the Lord God said, “Behold, the man has become like
one of us in knowing good and evil. Now, lest he reach out his
hand and take also of the tree of life and eat, and live forever
—” therefore the Lord God sent him out from the garden of
Eden to work the ground from which he was taken. He drove
out the man, and at the east of the garden of Eden he placed
the cherubim and a flaming sword that turned every way to
guard the way to the tree of life.

The tree of life is here clearly pictured as something which holds back
the natural mortality of man. By excluding Adam and Eve from access to it,
God is bringing a death upon them that was previously being suspended
supernaturally: the natural death from their own mortality. The author
does not understand this as something internal changing in them, but as
something external being removed from their grasp.

Thus, the narrative does not allow us to say that human nature fun-
damentally changed in the way that sometimes supposed: they were not
created immortal, only to have their nature altered as a consequence of
their sin. Rather, they were always mortal, and the supernatural mecha-
nism that held this at bay was put out of reach in their judgment.
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2.5 The snake needn’t have had legs prior to the fall

Sometimes is it suggested that the snake’s curse in 3:14 implies that he
had previously walked on legs:

Because you have done this, cursed are you above all livestock
and above all beasts of the field; on your belly you shall go,
and dust you shall eat all the days of your life.

But this only follows if we understand the curse to be establishing
something new. By contrast, it seems plausible that the snake’s curse
consists precisely in things staying the same. His actions in the garden
suggest a desire to twist the order established by God, as indicated most
clearly in his suggestion to Eve that “when you eat of [the tree] your eyes
will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.” (3:5)
In submitting to his advice, Adam and Eve effect a complete reversal of
the created order: the serpent is now at the top, humans submitting to
him, and placing themselves above God insofar as they prefer their own
ways to his. God’s curse of the snake, then, forces him back to his proper
place below the feet of the other animals.

Indeed, the snake is a fitting image for this reversal precisely because
he is without feet and below the rest of the animals to begin with. This
makes his thwarting the created order of things even more pronounced,
since that which was the lowest becomes the highest. God’s curse consigns
him to the lower level from which he was reaching up.

2.6 The use of title “The Lord God” represents personal
closeness to the powerful creator

Throughout the Genesis prologue the author makes careful use of the titles
“God” and “Lord” to emphasize different aspects of God. Which aspects
are emphasized by which titles can be determined by paying attention to
where the author chooses to use one title over the other. Doing this across
the whole Genesis prologue show that the title “God” is used to emphasize
God’s being the powerful creator of everything who is interested in the
flourishing of his creatures, and that the title “Lord” is used to emphasize
God’s someone who can be angered or pleased, and therefore someone
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to whom sacrifices can be made.46 In order to see this, we will briefly
enumerate the uses of these titles throughout the Genesis prologue, for
the moment leaving out their usage in the garden narrative.

“God” is the only title used throughout the creation week, the purpose
of which is to introduce God as the powerful creator of everything (see
section 1.8). The next time this title is used by itself is in the generations of
Adam, where his creation of humans re-iterated in the genealogy.47 In the
generations of Noah, it is used of God when describing his hate for the
corruption humans brought upon his creation, his powerful destruction
and recreation of the world, his re-blessing of Noah and his descendants
(re-iterating what we saw back in the creation week), and his covenant
with creation to value their life by never destroying all flesh like this
again. The association of power with the title of “God” might also seen as
implying his ability to keep this covenant.

“Lord” is the only title used throughout the Cain and Lamech narra-
tives where sacrifices are given to him, he judges Cain for his sin, and his
name is called upon by humans. In the generations of Adam, it is used
of God in reference to his earlier cursing of the ground, when human sin
causes him to grieve that he made them, and when Noah finds favor in
his eyes. In the generations of Noah, it is used of God when he instructs
Noah to bring the clean animals,48 when he is pleased by Noah’s sacrifices,
and when he is referred to as the God of Shem. And it is the only title
used of God at the tower of Babel, where he comes down to thwart human
rebellion.

The garden narrative is the only place where the two titles are used
together, so that they refer to God as “the Lord God.” Thus, by the
clever use of titles, the author indicates that before sin, humans and the
powerful creator were closely connected on a personal level which became
unachievable after sin entered into the human world. The separation of
these titles, therefore, is a subtle literary indication of the tension brought
about by sin between humans and their creator.

46This is unsurprising since the Hebrew word that modern translations translate as
Lord is God’s personal name, Yhwh, that he would later use when relating to the nation
Israel.

47It is also included implicitly in the title “sons of God” which, as we will see in section
3.3, likely refers to back to the genealogy.

48The cleanliness and uncleanliness of animals is part of the same system for relating
to God as the sacrifices, as can be seen in the instructions found in the book of Leviticus.
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2.7 The purpose of the account is to show the introduction
and spiral sin

The creation week repeatedly emphasized the goodness of God’s creation
(1:3, 10, 11, 18, 21, 25, 31), and thereby explained how goodness arose
within the world. Now the author moves to explain where sin came
from. We’ve seen that the generations of the heavens and the earth can be
divided into the garden narrative, and the Cain and Lamech narratives.
Here we will consider each of these individually, and then briefly discuss
how they work together to show us the genesis of sin.

The garden narrative is structured as a chiasm (or palistrophe), where
the first and last sections are connected with one another, the second and
second last sections are connected with one another, and so on until we
reach the center of the passage. We can illustrate this structure as follows:

A. (2:5–9) Man placed in Eden.
B. (2:10–14) Eden the source of life.

C. (2:15–17) Man commanded not to eat of the tree.
D. (2:18–24) Woman created as man’s fitting companion.

E. (3:1-5) The serpent tempts the woman.
F. (3:6–7) Man and woman sin.
F’. (3:8–13) God discovers their sin.

E’. (3:14–15) Serpent cursed for tempting.
D’. (3:16) Woman cursed for sinning.

C’. (3:17–19) Man cursed for disobeying the command.
B’. (3:20) Eve the source of life.

A’. (3:21–24) Man exiled from garden.

It starts by showing us God creating Eden and placing man inside (A).
From how it is described later, it is clear that part of the significance of
Eden is that it is where God himself dwells with humans. The description
of the rivers in (B) serves to show us the lush life-giving source Eden is. (C)
returns to God placing man in Eden, explaining that his role there was to
work and keep it, and adding the command against eating from the tree of
the knowledge of good and evil. However, it is not good that man should
work the garden by himself, and so in (D) we see God working to find a
companion fit for him. None of the animals are found to be suitable, so
God creates woman from man’s side, and the closeness between man and
woman is further underscored by the man’s reflection that woman is “bone
of my bones, and flesh of my flesh.” (2:23) Together, then, (A–D) give us a
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focused example of God’s good created order.49 In (E) we are introduced
to the serpent who, though he never technically lies, manages to set the
humans on the path of disobedience. The narrative never explains where
this serpent comes from,50 but the purpose of describing it as a creature
seems to be to show how creatures brought corruption upon creation,
rather than God. The serpent is part of creation, and the humans are
expected to obey despite its influence.

(F/F’) represents the turning point of the narrative, and serves explains
how each later part fits with its earlier counterpart: the humans disobey
God and he discovers it, which leads him to judging them accordingly.
Each of these judgments correspond to a corruption or partial loss of the
good order we saw in (A–E).

In (E’) we see the serpent’s plans thwarted by God’s judgment, but
more importantly the corruption of the relationship between humans
of animals through the introduction of enmity. In (D’) the closeness
between man and woman that was established in (D) is corrupted by
power-struggles in the relationship. In (C’) man is judged for his failure
to obey the command given in (C), and the work he was tasked with
becomes more difficult and dangerous. In (B’) Eve is named the mother
of all the living to underscore the fact that sin has put Eden the life-giver
out of reach. And finally, (A’) describes humans being exiled from the
garden they were placed into in (A), lest they eat from the tree of life and
undermine the curse of death.

So, the garden narrative shows us two important things about sin:
it corrupts every aspect of God’s created order, and it arises from the
creatures themselves. In particular, human sin has corrupted human
relations. Not so as to totally destroy them, but to introduce imperfections
and imbalances to an otherwise well-ordered creation. The result is that
while we might still see the goodness of the original order throughout

49It is unclear whether the garden narrative should be understood as part of the events
of the sixth day of the creation week, or as temporally following the creation week.
Walton, The Lost World of Adam and Eve: Genesis 2–3 and the Human Origins Debate prefers
the latter reading on the basis — he argues — that the “these are the generations of...”
formula in all other cases indicates that the narrative is moving on in time. In either case,
the scene being described in the first half of the garden narrative is a focused example
of God’s good created order: either focusing on a particular part of the sixth day, or
focusing on God’s continued activity in establishing good order in creation.

50In fact, the narrative doesn’t even say that the serpent was in the garden with the
humans. It’s possible, as proposed in ibid., that the humans would routinely leave the
garden as part of their duties and encountered the serpent there.
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creation, we also see that this goodness has disorder mixed in.

The Cain and Lamech narratives add to this picture of sin by showing
us how it develops. Adam and Eve have sons while in exile from Eden,
and Cain finds himself in a similar situation to his parents: God rejects his
sacrifice without fully explaining why (much like he had restricted access
to the tree without explaining why) and leaves Cain with the decision
about how to respond. In what follows we see the severity of earlier events
amplified in every way. Like his parents Cain fails to overcome temptation,
but this time it results in the murder of his brother — a sin which more
severly damages human relations than what we saw in the garden. God’s
judgment of Cain amplifies the judgment of his parents, by sending him
further from his presence and further hardening the ground to Cain’s
work. And while Cain accepts his guilt,51 unlike his parents he complains
about its severity. In addition to this, as we saw in section 2.6, the author’s
title for God also indicates that Cain began in a more distant relationship
with God than his parents. So, with Cain we begin to see sin spiraling into
further and more severe sin.

This pattern reaches its climax with Lamech. Like Cain he murders
someone, but this time he thinks his actions are justified,52 going so far as
to apply God’s mercy to Cain as a principle of justice whereby he should
be rewarded for his actions in the form of greater protection. And while
there is no judgment from God, this is because God is not around to judge.
So, sin has spiraled into justifying murder in the total absence of God.

Considering the generations of the heavens and the earth as a whole,
then, we see it making several points about the nature of sin: it destroys
our relationships with one another and the rest of creation, it spirals into
worse sin if not ruled over, and it distances us from God and his good
design for creation. We are also shown that God’s judgment of sin does not
preclude mercy. In both the garden and Cain narratives, God’s judgment
comes with mercy: he clothes Adam and Eve, he continues to live with
humans and give them the opportunity to fight sin, and he does not leave
Cain without protection of some kind.

51The Hebrew work often translated “punishment” in 4:13 literally means “guilt,” and
Cain’s use of it suggests a tacit acceptance of guilt for his actions.

52His wording in 4:23 suggests that he saw his actions as justified because he killed
someone in response to them physically hurting him.
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3 The generations of Adam

3.1 Adam and Eve are historical individuals

In sections 2.1 and 2.2 we proposed that the garden, Cain, and Lamech
narratives are creaturely metaphor. In those sections, however, we only
managed to show that the narratives are presented as metaphor, and in
order for us to properly classify them as creaturely metaphor we need to
also show that they narrate historical events.

Perhaps the clearest evidence that the author takes Adam to be an
historical individual is that he includes him in the genealogy in 5:1–
32. Throughout the Old Testament genealogies are the means by which
individuals are “historically located”, which is to say located somewhere
in history. Usually this historical location is relative to other well-known
events (like the reigns of kings)53 or by reference to famous ancestors.54

Sometimes a genealogy could also be used to indicate someone’s pedigree
of validity, as when the priests who were validated by being descendants
of Aaron.55 This secondary use is not an alternative use of genealogies,
however, but rather presupposes the primary use.

So, the author’s use of a genealogy in 5:1–32 is his way of locating the
individuals therein relative to a common historical ancestor, whom he has
called Adam. Accordingly, this suggests that he intends us to take the
events involving Adam just narrated in the previous section as historical,
even if they are narrated as metaphor. That is to say, he intends us to read
the earlier narrative as creaturely metaphor.

Reusing a point made in section 2.2, the author’s grouping of the
garden narrative together with the Cain and Lamech narratives into one
section suggests that he intends us to see them as one literary unit. If this
is the case, then we should also understand Eve, Cain, and Lamech as
historical individuals. This is in part confirmed by the genealogy bridging
Cain and Lamech in 4:17–22.

3.2 The genealogy is not about chronology

In section 3.1 we saw that genealogies are used to historically locate an
individual. Some have taken this to mean that they must contain informa-

53For example, Ezekiel 1:1–2, Jeremiah 1:1–3, Isaiah 1:1, Zechariah 1:1.
54For example, Exodus 6:16–25, Numbers 26, 1 Chronicles 1.
55See Exodus 27:21, 29:8.
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tion sufficient for reconstructing ancient chronologies, where successive
people in the genealogy can each be placed at a particular time relative to
each other. This was famously attempted by Bishop Ussher, who used his
chronology to calculate that the world began in 4004BC. However, there
are at least two reasons for thinking that genealogies need not have this
information.56

First, the numbers needn’t convey the actual ages of the people in the
genealogy. We must again appreciate a difference between modern and
ancient thinking on this point. In modern times, numbers are mostly — if
not solely — used with a numerical meaning in mind, and this remains true
even when they are used in figures of speech or imprecisely. In ancient
times, however, numbers could also be used for their symbolic meaning
rather than their numerical meaning. Hill gives the following example of
Joseph and Joshua to illustrate this:

Joseph and Joshua were each recorded as dying at age 110 —
a number considered “perfect” by the Egyptians. In ancient
Egyptian doctrine, the phrase “he died aged 110” was actually
an epitaph commemorating a life that had been lived selflessly
and had resulted in outstanding social and moral benefit for
others. And so for both Joseph and Joshua, who came out of
the Egyptian culture, quoting this age was actually a tribute to
their character. But, to be described as “dying at age 110” bore
no necessary relationship to the actual time of an individual’s
life span.57

While the symbolic use of numbers seems to be a common feature
of ancient cultures, different cultures imbue numbers with different sig-
nificance. For example, ancient Mesopotamian cultures — whence the
traditions underlying the Genesis prologue likely arose58 — used the
base-60 number system rather than the base-10 number system used by
the Egyptians and later Hebrews. Because they have passed through at
least two cultures with differing number systems and different symbol-
ism, determining the significance of the particular numbers used in the
genealogies in the Genesis prologue can be difficult. The fact remains,

56Both are discussed in more detail in Hill, “Making sense of the numbers of Genesis”,
and Kaiser, The Old Testament Documents: Are They Reliable & Relevant?, pp. 69–75.

57Hill, “Making sense of the numbers of Genesis”, p. 246. The relevant passages in
Scripture are Genesis 50:26 for Joseph, and Joshua 24:29 for Joshua.

58Kitchen, “The Old Testament in Its Context Part 1”,
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however, that the ages given to the patriarchs in these genealogies — who
are far removed from the audience of the narrative, and who are placed
among the time of men of renown (6:4) — likely do not refer to their actual
ages.

Second, the genealogy is likely condensed, which is to say that it does
not contain all the names in the lineage. Notions like “son of,” “father of,”
and “she bore a son” can be used in looser senses than their equivalents
in English, sometimes meaning something closer to “descendent” and
“ancestor.” An example from Genesis can be seen in 46:16–25, where Zilpah
and Bilhah are spoken of bearing their children and their grandchildren.
Other examples include the gaps in the genealogy of Matthew’s gospel,
and the description of Jesus as the son of David. Unless we have external
reasons for thinking that the people in these genealogies were direct
descendants of one another, we should not impose such a reading on the
text.

But, don’t these two reasons undermine the genealogy’s ability to histor-
ically locate individuals? After all, what does it mean to locate someone
historically if doing so doesn’t enable us to place them at a certain date in
history?

Certainly, placing someone at a certain date relative to well-known
events (as is common for the writing prophets) would be an example of
historically locating them. But, another way to historically locate someone
is to place them within a lineage. While this is perhaps irrelevant to
modern readers, in ancient times one’s lineage was of great importance
and part of one’s identity. This is seen, for example, in Israel’s identifying
themselves as “Abraham’s children.”59 This second way seems to be the
primary reason for the genealogies in the Genesis prologue: Lamech is
connected with his ancestor Cain (4:17–24), Noah is connected with Adam
through Seth (5:1–32), Israel’s neighbors are connected with the sons of
Noah (10:1–32), and Terah (Abram’s father) is connected to Shem (11:10–
26). These connections include all these people and nations within the
unfolding events of the Genesis prologue, including the problem of sin
that will be solved through Abraham (12:1–3, see section 7.1).

So, while the two points mentioned above undermine locating someone
historically in the first way, they do not undermine this location in the way

59For example, Exodus 3:6. Paul also presupposes this way of thinking in his Jewish
audience in Romans 9:6–8.
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relevant to the author of Genesis.

3.3 The sons of God are men in Seth’s line

There has been much discussion about who the sons of God are (6:1–
2). The primary question is what it means for these sons to be of God,
especially since they are contrasted with the daughters of men. There are
three answers that are commonly given.60

First, the sons of God could be angels (or some other class of super-
natural being), and the daughters of men could be human women. This
is motivated by the title “sons of God” being used of angels elsewhere
in the Old Testament61 and the pseudopigraphal book of Enoch. It is
additionally supported by the fact that the Hebrew idiom “sons of men”
is often used to refer to humanity in general,62 and that 2 Peter 2:4 refers
to angels sinning.

Second, the sons of God could be the men in the godly line of Seth,
and the daughters of men could be the women in the ungodly line of Cain.
This is motivated by the preceding genealogy (5:1–32) starting with God
and following the line through Seth. While the genealogy doesn’t make
God the biological ancestor of the line, it clearly tries to link him to it by
using the same phrase “in his image” of God’s creating Adam (5:1) and of
Adam’s begetting Seth (5:3).

Third, the sons of God could be kings or nobles, and the daughters of
men could be common women. This is motivated by the common usage of
such titles for kings in ancient times and elsewhere in the Old Testament.63

The assumption underlying each of these answers is that there can be
no overlap between those “of God” and those “of men.” In other words,
they assume that the sons of God must be of a wholly separate class
from the daughters of men. This is based on the further assumption that
the sin of the sons of God to be that of marrying outside of their class.
However, as Birney notes,64 the description of the sin as taking wives
“as they chose” (6:2) needn’t be understood in this way. The sin itself
is that they married without discretion, which could refer to marrying
ungodly wives or engaging in polygamy. The latter is more likely, given

60For a more detailed discussion, see Birney, “An Exegetical Study of Genesis 6:1–4”.
61See Job 1:6, 2:1, 38:7.
62For example, Psalm 8:4.
63For example, Psalm 2:6–7, 2 Samuel 7:12–16.
64Birney, “An Exegetical Study of Genesis 6:1–4”.
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the negative association of polygamy with Lamech and the pro-monogamy
view presented in the garden. Once we realize this, we see that the second
and third answers can be modified: it is possible that “the sons of God”
refers to some specific class of men and “the daughters of men” refers
to women in general, rather than women in Cain’s line (second view) or
women who are commoners (third view).

With these modifications in hand, we can evaluate the three answers.
A number of objections have been raised against the first answer,65

but here we will restrict ourselves to one: it divorces the few verses that
mention the sons of God from their broader context. Since the garden
narrative, the focus has been on human sin and judgment, and this focus
continues all the way through to the end of the Genesis prologue. It would
be strange and unmotivated for the author to briefly switch to the sin of
angels and then back again without any warning, and then never mention
it again. But such switching is required by the first answer. Furthermore,
the section itself indicates that human sin is in view by showing God’s
judgment of the wickedness of men in 6:5–7. While other authors might
use the title “son of God” to refer to angels, the author of Genesis seems
to be using it to refer to humans of a special class.

This leaves us with the second and third answers, and choosing be-
tween them is difficult. Originally, the third would have been preferable to
the second, on account of the fact that claiming that the daughters of men
were common women is slightly less ad hoc than claiming that they were
women in Cain’s line. However, once we modify each view to claim that
the daughters of men are women in general, this ceases to be problem. The
views should be judged, then, on the their claims about the sons of God.
With this in mind, the modified second view seems to do more justice to
the author’s emphases than the third: in the preceding genealogy, which
the author has grouped with the present section under the generations
of Adam, he makes a point of trying to link God with the humans in the
genealogy without committing himself to the view that God somehow
begat Adam. Why does he do this? Surely it is because he wants us to
recognize the members of Seth’s line as the “sons of God” he goes on to
immediately tell us about. This would also mean that the sons of God are
not appearing in the narrative out of nowhere (unlike anyone else in the
Genesis prologue), but were in fact introduced moments before in Seth’s
genealogy.

65Birney, “An Exegetical Study of Genesis 6:1–4”, p. 45.
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So, we conclude that the author is building upon what he set up in
the preceding section of the generations of Adam by referring to the men
in Seth’s line as the sons of God. Rather than marry responsibly, Seth’s
sons were marrying without discretion and likely entering in polygamous
relationships contrary to the pattern laid out in the creation of humans.

3.4 The Nephilim are human contemporaries of the sons
of God

Just as with the sons of God, the Nephilim have been the subject of much
discussion (6:4). The primary question is whether they are supernatu-
ral beings or not, which is related to a further question about how the
Nephilim are related to the sons of God.

Those who think the sons of God are angels will likely think the
Nephilim were some special human-angel offspring, which they take to
explain why the Nephilim are described as “mighty men.” As we saw in
section 3.3, however, the sons of God are probably not angels, and so there
is no reason for thinking that the Nephilim are some strange human-angel
hybrid. That they are called mighty men of renown likely refers to their
reputation, and given God’s pronouncement of humans as wicked (6:5)
this renown was likely due to their great violence (cf. 6:11–13).

To the question of how the Nephilim relate to the sons of God, there
are three possible answers, depending on how we translate particular
Hebrew words in 6:4. The Hebrew words themselves ambiguous between
the possible meanings listed here, which makes determining the best view
difficult.66

First, they could be the offspring of the sons of God. In this case, we
translate the two words of interest in the verse as follows: “The Nephilim
arose on the earth in those days, and also afterwards, when the sons of God
came in to the daughters of man and they bore children to them. These
were the mighty men who were of old, the men of renown.” On this view,
the reason for mentioning the Nephilim is to explain the result of these
illicit marriages between the sons of God and the daughters of men.

Second, they could be contemporaries to the illicit marriages of sons
of God to the daughters of men. In this case, the translation is as follows:
“The Nephilim were on the earth in those days, and also afterwards, when
the sons of God came in to the daughters of man and they bore children to

66Birney, “An Exegetical Study of Genesis 6:1–4”, pp. 50–52.
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them. These were the mighty men who were of old, the men of renown.”
On this view, the reason for mentioning the Nephilim is to flesh out the
wickedness of the time, adding the violence of the Nephilim to the illicit
marriages of the sons of God.

Third, they could be part of or identical with the sons of God. In
this case, the translation is as follows: “The Nephilim were on the earth
in those days, and also afterwards, which sons of God came in to the
daughters of man and they bore children to them. These were the mighty
men who were of old, the men of renown.” On this view, the reason for
mentioning the Nephilim is to give us some background about the sons of
God, explaining the situation which led to their illicit marriages.

The first answer seems to fit less well than the second and third, since
the phrase “and also afterwards” suggests that the author was indicating
that the Nephilim existed around the time of these illicit marriages and
continued existing after their offspring. This suggests that he sees the
offspring and the Nephilim as two distinct groups. Our earlier conclusion
about the sons of God suggests that the second view here is more fitting,
since the sons of God had already been introduced in the preceding
genealogy, and so there is no need to give us additional background about
them.

So, then, we conclude that the Nephilim were a separate group of men
of renown, that were around before, during, and after the sons of God
entering into illicit marriages.

3.5 The purpose of the account is to show the universal
influence of sin

In the creation week we saw that God create a good order. In the garden
we saw Adam and Eve introduce sin and corruption into this good order,
and with Cain and Lamech we saw this spiral into more severe sins and
further separation from God. Nevertheless, the generations of the heavens
and the earth ended on a hopeful note:

And Adam knew his wife again, and she bore a son and called
his name Seth, for she said, “God has appointed for me another
offspring instead of Abel, for Cain killed him.” To Seth also
a son was born, and he called his name Enosh. At that time
people began to call upon the name of the Lord. (4:25–26)
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While sin had spiraled out of control in Cain’s line, we are left wonder-
ing whether things might be different in Seth’s line. Would Seth and his
descendents avoid the consequences of sin that plagued Cain and his de-
scendents? The answer given by the generations of Adam is a resounding
no, and can be seen in both the genealogy (5:1–32) and the sons of God
narrative (6:1–8).

In the genealogy, the description of each person aside from Enoch ends
with the refrain “and he died.” It is difficult to miss the author’s point
here: death, a consequence of sin, affects even those in Seth’s line.

Further confirmation of this comes from comparing the genealogy here
in Genesis with other ancient Mesopotamian narratives which discuss
pre-flood people. For example, consider the lengths of the reigns of the
pre-floog kings in the Sumerian King List:

After the kingship descended from heaven, the kingship was
in Eridug. In Eridug, Alulim became king; he ruled for 28800
years. Alaljar ruled for 36000 years. 2 kings; they ruled for
64800 years. Then Eridug fell and the kingship was taken to
Bad-tibira. In Bad-tibira, En-men-lu-ana ruled for 43200 years.
En-men-gal-ana ruled for 28800 years. Dumuzid, the shepherd,
ruled for 36000 years. 3 kings; they ruled for 108000 years.
Then Bad-tibira fell (?) and the kingship was taken to Larag. In
Larag, En-sipad-zid-ana ruled for 28800 years. 1 king; he ruled
for 28800 years. Then Larag fell (?) and the kingship was taken
to Zimbir. In Zimbir, En-men-dur-ana became king; he ruled
for 21000 years. 1 king; he ruled for 21000 years. Then Zimbir
fell (?) and the kingship was taken to Curuppag. In Curuppag,
Ubara-Tutu became king; he ruled for 18600 years. 1 king; he
ruled for 18600 years. In 5 cities 8 kings; they ruled for 241200
years. Then the flood swept over.67

The reigns (and the implied ages) we see in here are orders of magni-
tude greater than the ages we see here in the Genesis genealogy. Contrary
to what sound like high ages to our modern ears, it is possible that the
author intends the ages in Genesis to actually indicate the brevity of the
people listed.68

67Sumerian King List: pp. 1–39.
68For more on the use of these ages, see section 3.2.
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The theme of Seth and his descendents sharing in the consequences
of sin continues as we turn to the sons of God narrative. It opens with
humans were multiplying across the face of the earth (6:1), which reminds
us of the creation mandate for humans (see section 1.6). Initially, this may
give the impression that humans are successfully fulfilling their mandate,
but this hope is quickly dashed by the verses that follow: the men in
Seth’s line begin marrying indiscriminately and are grouped with the
violent Nephilim (see section 3.3). They multiply in accordance with their
mandate, but fail to be fruitful, with the result that what they multiply is
wickedness. The extent of the corruption that humans (this time including
Seth’s descendents) bring upon the world is so great that God relents
having ever created them (6:6–7).

Thus, having zoomed out from Seth’s line, the author shows us that
sin and its consequences have spread throughout creation, rather than
being confined to Cain’s line as we had hoped. Indeed, in a perverted turn
of events, this spread occurred not because humans completely failed to
achieve their creation mandate but because they achieved it only in part.
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4 The generations of Noah

4.1 The flood is depicted as global

Some commentators have suggested that the Noah’s flood narrative should
be read as local rather than global. They note that the Hebrew words
for “all” and “earth” used in the narrative can also mean “some” and “a
limited area of the earth,” and so these words alone are not sufficient to
show that the author of Genesis intended to depict the flood as global.
Nevertheless, there are a number of other reasons that do seem sufficient.69

First, the waters of the flood prevail so mightily that it is said that “all
the high mountains under the whole heaven were covered” (7:19). The phrase
“under the whole heaven” is used six other times in the Old Testament,
and in every case it refers to the entire earth.70

Second, the flood kills all humans, animals, and birds (7:21–23, cf. 6:5–
7). It is difficult to see how the author could understand this to happen
if he saw the flood as merely local. This is especially true of the birds,
which could fly away to dry land is there were any (8:6–12), and humanity,
which was described earlier as having multiplied across the face of the
earth (6:1).

Third, as we shall see in section 4.3, the author intends us to see the
flood as a reversal of creation followed by a recreation with Noah as a
second Adam. Since creation was understood in universal terms, the
author clearly also intended us to read this recreation as universal.

Thus, even though certain words are not sufficient by themselves to
conclude that the flood is depicted as a global phenomenon, once we take
into account the entire narrative it seems clear that the author did in fact
take it to be global.

4.2 Humans ate meat from the beginning

There are roughly three views about when and how humans began eating
meat, and how that relates to God’s permission to do so after the flood.

69For a more detailed discussion, see Seely, “Noah’s flood”, sec. II–IV.
70The six other uses are at Deuteronomy 2:25, 4:19, Job 28:24, 37:3, 41:11, Dan 9:12.

As Seely notes, some have questioned the universality of the phrase in Job 37:3 and
Deuteronomy 2:25, but he then proceeds to defend a universal reading of these two
passages. We will not recount the argument here.
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First, that humans were created vegetarian and were not permitted to
kill animals for eating meat until after the flood. While humans might
have done so earlier, these acts would have been considered sinful.

Second, that killing animals for eating meat was done after the fall, but
only ratified by God after the flood. Killing animals was a morally neutral
act, but was only explicitly accepted by God after the fall.71

Third, that killing animals for eating meat was done from the beginning
of creation, that is prior to the fall. God’s permission after the flood was
not something new, but was a re-establishment of a practice that was
temporarily restricted while Noah and his family were on the ark.

Evaluating these views requires consideration of a number of different
passages throughout scripture. We will start with those in Genesis, and
then gradually move out to passages in the Pentateuch, the Old Testament,
and finally the New Testament.

The two relevant passages in Genesis are the initial creation of humans
(1:29–30), and God’s statements after the flood (9:1–7).

Starting with the creation of humans, we note that there is nothing
here that restricts what humans and animals can eat, but rather a provision
of food that God has made for them. But why — we might ask — would
the author focus so much on the provision of plants if he didn’t expect
us to also read it as a restriction? There are two reasons for such a focus.
First, as we saw in section 1.4, the creation week is structured to show the
creation of realms (on the first, second, and third day) and the filling of
these realms (on the fourth, fifth, and six day). On the third day, the dry
land (1:9–10) and vegetation (1:11–12) are created as part of the same realm,
and on the sixth day, when the humans and animals are created, their
connection to their realm is emphasized by their being created from the
dry land (1:24) and their having the vegetation as provision for food (1:29–
30). Second, the provision of plants for humans also serves to prepare
us for the prohibition of eating certain plants in the next chapter (2:15–17).
Since this prohibition only involves plants (the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil), he need only prepare us for the universality of humans
eating plants.

Regarding God’s statement after the flood, it is typically read as jump-
ing between references to Noah and Adam: “Every moving thing that lives
shall be food for you [Noah]. And as I gave you [Adam] the green plants,

71A version of this option is discussed in Wenham, “Genesis 1–15, Vol. 1”, p. 34.
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I give you [Noah] everything.” But there is no reason to suppose that he
switches references like this. In the narrative, we just saw Noah get given
the dry land again (8:11–19) after having been restricted to eating only
what he could take onto the ark with him (6:21). Now that he is off the
ark he need not worry about these restrictions anymore, and is free to eat
whatever plants he could get his hands on. Thus, the provision of plants
could just as easily apply to Noah as to Adam, and since we’re given
no indication that God is switching his references back and forth, it is
more natural to take it as referring to Noah throughout. Furthermore, the
author even states that God is talking to Noah and his family (9:1) rather
than using a more generic reference like “the humans” which would have
been more fitting had he wanted us to read him as switching references
between Noah and Adam.

Neither of these passages, then, provide reason for preferring the first
view over the other two.

Expanding our scope slightly, we turn to the topics of sacrifice and
cleanness.

A common (though not universal) intuition underlying the first two
views is that animal death was not originally permitted or ratified be-
cause it was not part of God’s created order, but rather an undesirable
consequence of the fall. This only raises the question, however, of why
God would later permit the killing of animals for sacrifices (4:4, 8:20) and
eating (9:3). Surely it cannot be before the fall somehow justifies sinful
actions. It seems more reasonable to say that animal death was part of the
original created order, and that killing them for sacrifices and eating was
permissible from the beginning.

Related to the question of sacrifice is the question of cleanness. Prior
to the flood God designates some animals as clean, and tells Noah to
take more of these onto the ark than the unclean animals (7:1–5). Now,
on the first and second views, this desgination must refer exclusively
to which animals are suitable for sacrificing, since the views hold that
God only permitted or ratified the eating of animals after the flood. But,
in the context of the Pentateuch, a much more natural reading of this
designation would also include what was acceptable to eat (cf. Leviticus
11). If the author had intended his Jewish audience to read or hear about
this designation and not assume that it included what was acceptable to
eat, then we would expect him to add a note to that effect or to use some
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other description, neither of which he does. Furthermore, it would give us
a natural explanation for why the question of clean or unclean food does
not come up again in the Pentateuch until we reach the laws in Leviticus:
it is precisely because the clean-unclean distinction of Noah stopped after
the flood when God lifted the restrictions on which animals humans could
eat (9:3).

Indeed, as Kline notes, this point links well with what we said earlier:
just as Noah was given all plants after being restricted to those on the ark,
so too he was given all meat after being restricted to those designated as
clean.72

A number of passages from outside of Genesis are also brought to
bear on the present question. It is sometimes suggested that passages
like Isaiah 65:25, which refer to the absence of animal death in the new
creation, imply that similarly there was no animal death in creation before
the fall. Describing the new heavens and the new earth, the verse says,
“The wolf and the lamb shall graze together; the lion shall eat straw with
the ox, and dust shall be the serpent’s food. They shall not hurt or destroy
in all my holy mountain.” But, such appeals to apocalyptic passages are
unhelpful on two counts. First, the author is likely using this picture of
peace between predators and their prey to illustrate other realities about
the new heavens and new earth, like perfect justice or complete absence
of oppression, and so should not be read as literal descriptions of how
animals will actually relate in the new creation. Second, even if we should
take them literally as descriptions of the new creation, this does not entail
that the original creation was created in the same way. After all, we already
know that the two creations differ in significant ways. For instance, sin
is possible in the original creation but not in the new. In order for us to
think differently about predation in the original creation, then, we would
need more than just a description of the new creation.

Remaining in the Old Testament, there is at least one passage that
suggests the original creation included animal death from the beginning.
In Psalm 104 God is praised for ordering and creating all of creation,
including the provision of prey for predators. Consider v21, which says, “The
young lions roar for their prey, seeking their food from God,” and v27
which says of all sea creatures (and probably land animals too), “These all
look to you, to give them their food in due season.” Related to this is v29,

72Kline, Kingdom Prologue: Genesis Foundations for a Covenantal Worldview, pp. 54–57.
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which says, “When you hide your face, they are dismayed; when you take
away their breath, they die and return to their dust.” Commenting on this
Psalm, Poythress says the following:

The verses from Psalm 104 are not decisive, since the human
writer is describing God’s providential provision for animals
in the post-fall world. One can still hypothesize that the situ-
ation differed radically before the fall. But Psalm 104 weaves
together thoughts about creation and providence, and does
not indicate a radical discontinuity between the created order
and continuing providence (except in the matter of human sin,
verse 35!). The psalmist shows his positive evaluation of God’s
providence in verse 33: “I will sing to the Lord as long as I live;
I will sing praise to my God while I have being.” He praises
God for supplying the lions with their prey. This psalm does
not at all suggest that lions’ carnivorous eating habits are a
“bad” thing.73

And Kline says the following:

Indeed, Psalm 104:21 seems to indicate clearly that the Creator
had from the outset granted to predatory beasts to feed on
other animals. And if that is so, it would have been anomalous
if animal flesh had not similarly been consecrated to the higher
interests of man, who was set in authority over all the works of
God’s hands.74

It seems that the modern notion that animal death is in some way “bad”
is just foreign to the ancient Jew, and is therefore probably not what the
author of Genesis intended to imply in the early chapters.

Expanding our scope to the New Testament, Romans 5 and 8 are also
often mentioned in defense of the claim that animal death was not part of
the created order. In Romans 5, Paul says:

Therefore, just as sin came into the world through one man,
and death through sin, and so death spread to all men because

73Poythress, Redeeming science: A God-centered approach, pp. 121–122.
74Kline, Kingdom Prologue: Genesis Foundations for a Covenantal Worldview, p. 54.
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all sinned — for sin indeed was in the world before the law
was given, but sin is not counted where there is no law. Yet
death reigned from Adam to Moses, even over those whose
sinning was not like the transgression of Adam, who was a
type of the one who was to come. (5:12–14)

Now, Paul’s focus is so clearly on human sin and death here that it is
difficult to see how this could be used to defend the absence of animal
death prior to the fall. Thus, this passages seems irrelevant to the present
question. In Romans 8, Paul says:

For I consider that the sufferings of this present time are not
worth comparing with the glory that is to be revealed to us.
For the creation waits with eager longing for the revealing
of the sons of God. For the creation was subjected to futility,
not willingly, but because of him who subjected it, in hope
that the creation itself will be set free from its bondage to
corruption and obtain the freedom of the glory of the children
of God. For we know that the whole creation has been groaning
together in the pains of childbirth until now. And not only
the creation, but we ourselves, who have the firstfruits of the
Spirit, groan inwardly as we wait eagerly for adoption as sons,
the redemption of our bodies. For in this hope we were saved.
Now hope that is seen is not hope. For who hopes for what
he sees? But if we hope for what we do not see, we wait for it
with patience. (8:18–25)

Those wishing to defend the first or second views from this passage
might point to the phrases “subjected to futility” and “groaning together
in the pains of childbirth” as evidence that the fall introduced death into
the animal kingdom — with the implication that it was therefore not part
of God’s original created order. Two things can be said in response.

First, it is at all clear that Paul is interested in talking about the intro-
duction of death into the animal kingdom here. Language of “futiliy”,
“corruption”, and “groaning” all have a wider scope than specifically death.
And while he is certainly interested in what happened at the fall, he could
equally well be interested in talking about the corruption of the good
order of creation, as we discussed in section 2.7. Insofar as his focus is
on our place in creation, it is likely that he is more interested in how our
corruption as rulers of creation damaged the fabric of creation.
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Second, the focus of Paul’s discussion focuses on our relation to creation,
as is clear from the fact that creation is freed from its bondage when we
obtain glory. This strongly suggests that if Paul is interested in anything’s
death, then it is human death. Indeed, as Kline argues, the corruption that
Paul refers to most likely the earth’s being made the graveyard for the
children of God, which explains nicely why our resurrection will free it
from this horrible role.75

So, nothing in Romans gives us reason to doubt that animal death could
be included in the original creation. Moreover, a passage in 1 Timothy
implies that it was included:

Now the Spirit expressly says that in later times some will
depart from the faith by devoting themselves to deceitful spir-
its and teachings of demons, through the insincerity of liars
whose consciences are seared, who forbid marriage and require
abstinence from foods that God created to be received with
thanksgiving by those who believe and know the truth. For
everything created by God is good, and nothing is to be rejected
if it is received with thanksgiving, for it is made holy by the
word of God and prayer. (4:1–5)

Kline comments on this passage as follows:

Paul’s comments in 1 Timothy 4:3–5, which reflect the termi-
nology of Genesis 1:31, itself immediately connected to God’s
statement concerning his provision of food for his creatures (vv.
29, 30). Paul asserts that the foods some were proscribing (and
probably meat is chiefly in view) were good and had in fact
been created by God to be received with thanksgiving.76

Having briefly discussed the relevant passages, both in and out of
Genesis, we are now in a position to more explicitly evaluate the three
views mentioned earlier.

The second and third views are superior to the first for two reasons.
First, they don’t require an of “clean” in the flood narrative that is more
restrictive than customary Jewish usage, and second, they don’t require the

75Kline, “Death, Leviathan, and the Martyrs: Isaiah 24:1–27:1”.
76Kline, Kingdom Prologue: Genesis Foundations for a Covenantal Worldview, p. 54.
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unmotivated distinction between killing animals for sacrifices and killing
animals for eating.

The third view is superior to the first two for two reasons. First, of the
three views it is the only one that does require us to read God’s statement
to Noah and his family after the flood as shifting reference between Noah
and Adam.77 Second, it fits better with later reflections on creation found
in Psalm 104 and 1 Timothy 4.

So, then, we conclude that the most plausible interpretation of the
relevant passages is that humans are meat from the beginning.

4.3 The purpose of the account is to show the persistence
of sin after judgment

So far, we have seen that God created a good order and that through sin
we corrupted it. Initially this sin was isolated to a particular family line,
which gave us hope that it might not spread any further. This hope was
then dashed when we saw humans successfully multiply across the face
of the earth but fail to be fruitful. Perversely, this half-fulfillment of their
creation mandate lead to sin and corruption spreading everywhere. In the
course of what we’ve seen so far, then, we have fallen from God describing
his creation as “very good” (1:31) to him being “sorry that he had made
man on the earth,” (6:6) and deciding to judge the entire world.

The present passage is divided into roughly two scenes, namely the
flood narrative (6:10–9:19) and the Ham narrative (9:20–29). Like the
garden narrative, the flood narrative is structured chiastically, and it has
divisions as follows:

77On the second view, this shift of reference is necessary if we’re to make sense of God
doing something new for Noah, as he must be doing if this is the first time he is ratifying
the practice of killing animals.
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A. (6:10) The sons of Noah.
B. (6:11–17) God decides to kill everything.

C. (6:18) God promises a covenant.
D. (6:19–22) God commands Noah to keep all animals.

E. (7:1–5) God commands Noah to keep clean animals.
F. (7:6–9) Noah was 600 when he enters the ark.

G. (7:10–11) After 7 days it begins to rain.
H. (7:12–18) The rain continues for 40 days.

I. (7:19–24) Waters prevail over mountains for 150 days.
J. (8:1a) God remembers Noah.

I’. (8:1b-5) Waters recede from mountains after 150 days.
H’. (8:6–7) After 40 days raven sent to see water dried up.

G’. (8:8–12) Waters subsides after 7 days.
F’. (8:13–19) Noah was 601 when he exits the ark.

E’. (8:20–22) Noah sacrifices some clean animals.
D’. (9:1–7) Noah has dominion over all animals.

C’. (9:8–11) God establishes promised covenant.
B’. (9:12–17) God promises to not kill everything again.

A’. (9:18–19) The sons of Noah.

As before, the pivot at the center of the chiasm explains the change we
see from the first half (God bringing with the flood) to the second half (God
removing the flood). In the context of the passage, God’s remembering
Noah (J) refers to him remembering his promise to establish a covenant
with him (6:18), which requires that the flood waters be removed.

The author has deliberately framed the narrative to repeatedly allude
back to the creation of the world. These parallels show us that God’s
being the judge is tied up with his being the creator, since judgment occurs
precisely through undoing creation, and the reversal of judgment occurs
through recreating. A natural consequence of this is that since God is the
creator of the whole world, so too is he the judge of the whole world.78

Furthermore, it shows us that God’s judgment was a way for him to “start
fresh” in a sense.

The parallels are as follows. In creation God separates the waters above
from the waters below (1:7), in judgment he brings these together again
(7:11), and in recreation he once again establishes their separation (8:2).
In creation God reveals the earth by separating out the waters (1:9–10),
in judgment he covers the earth in water (7:19–20), and in recreation he

78This is picked up by Abraham, for example, when he refers to God as the judge of
all the earth (18:25).
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uncovers it again (8:6–13). In creation all animals and humans are created
(1:20–30), in judgment all flesh is destroyed (7:21–23), and in recreation all
the animals and humans are put back on earth from the ark (8:18–19). In
creation plants are given for food to the animals and humans (1:29–30),
in judgment all the earth is destroyed, leaving no plants to eat (7:22), and
in recreation the plants are given again (8:11). In creation animals and
humans are blessed to be fruitful and multiply (1:28), in judgment they
are destroyed (7:17), and in recreation they are blessed again (8:17, 9:1, 7).

In some cases, we only see allusions back to creation when God recre-
ates. Creation began with God’s Spirit (or great wind) hovering of the
waters of the deep (1:2), and in recreation it begins with a mighty wind
(“wind” and “spirit” are the same word in Hebrew) from God blowing
over the waters (8:1). In creation the seasons and signs are established
(1:14), and in recreation they are established again (8:22). In creation
humans are described as being in God’s image (1:28), and in recreation
they are affirmed in these terms again (9:1–7).

Notice also that the increase in the scope of judgment does not mean
that God stops showing mercy. We saw in section 2.7 that each time God
judges an individual he also shows them mercy, and here we see that
the same applies when he judges the entire world by him keeping Noah
and his family alive along with some of each of the animals. Related to
this, it cannot be understated how important it is that God’s judgment
is in response to human wickedness, and that he favors Noah because of
his righteousness. In other Mesopotamian flood narratives which recount
the same events, the flood does not come because of the gods’ desire for
human flourishing, but because of irritation caused by humans making
too much noise, or something along these lines.79 By contrast, the Genesis
narrative repeatedly emphasizes Noah’s righteousness or obedience to
God (6:9, 22, 7:5, 9, 16–18, 20).80

The judgment scene ends on an unambiguously high note. Having
seen God (1) cleanse the world of human wickedness while keeping the
righteous Noah (and his family) alive, (2) reestablish human rule over the
rest of creation, and (3) promise that nothing like this would happen again,
we see the sons of Noah go forth from the ark and are told that from them
the nations of the world would disperse (9:19). At this point the reader

79Kitchen, “The Old Testament in Its Context Part 1”.
80We see this connection between God’s judgment and righteousness when Abraham

reflects on God’s being the judge of the world — based on his actions in the present
passage — and takes this to mean that God must also be just (18:25).
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once again has hope that humans will fulfill their creation mandate to be
fruitful and multiply (1:28, 9:1, 7). Earlier sin and death — it might be
thought — were unfortunate setbacks that have now been overcome.

Alas, the next scene, about Ham’s sin, shows us that such hope is
misplaced. It also continues the author’s pattern of alluding to what has
happened earlier in the Genesis narrative. Just as God planted a garden
in Eden (2:8), so too does Noah plants a vineyard (9:20). Just as Adam
and Eve’s sin resulted in shame because of their nakedness (3:7), so does
Ham’s sin result in Noah’s shame because of his nakedness (9:22). Just as
Adam and Eve were covered (3:7, 21), so too is Noah’s nakedness covered
(9:23b). Just as sin had been cursed (3:14–19, 4:11–12), so too is Ham’s
sin cursed (9:25). And just as the Noah’s ancestors had their ages tallied
before the announcement of their death (5:1–31), so too does Noah (9:29).

If the parallels in the flood narrative helped us to understand God’s
being the judge in terms of his being the creator, then the parallels here
show us that sin and its consequences have continued in spite of this fresh
start wrought through judgment. Ham’s sin is not merely the first sin
in the recreation, but is a sign that God’s judgment did not completely
overcome the problem of sin.

So, the generations of Noah introduce us to God as the judge of the
world, and explain that in spite of his judgment the problem of sin persists.
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5 The generations of the sons of Noah

5.1 The author understands the world to be exhausted by
the genealogies of the sons of Noah

We saw in section 4.1 that the flood is depicted as covering the whole world.
The author did not understand the flood as a merely local phenomenon,
but rather as one which affects the entire earth. We tend to read into such
descriptions our modern understanding of the nature and extent of the
earth, but it is unlikely — for both external and internal reasons — that
the author shared such our understanding.

Regarding the external reasons, we saw in section 1.2 that there is
good reason to think that the raqia on the second day is a solid firmament
surrounding the earth, a view common in all cultures throughout the
ancient world.81 As Seely explains, this belief was as common as it was
because without scientific discoveries to the contrary, ancient people “had
no reason to doubt what their eyes told them was true, namely, that the
stars above them were fixed in a solid dome and that the sky literally
touched the earth at the horizon. So, they equated appearance with reality
and concluded that the sky must be a solid physical part of the universe
just as much as the earth itself.” Given this, it is very unlikely that the
author thought the world was round and as large as we understand it to
be today. Over time this ancient view developed slightly, but the extent of
inhabited (and inhabitable) land was never understood to be anywhere
near the scale that we understand it to be today. As Seely explains:

In [New Testament] times educated people were aware that
the earth was a globe, but believed that the extent of the land
area which mankind inhabited was only slightly greater in
longitude than the extent of the earth in Gen 10 and not signif-
icantly greater in latitude. This limited area of land was also
believed, as in [Old Testament] times, to be encircled by a great
impassable ocean. So in [New Testament] times just as in [Old
Testament] times, the southern coast of the Arabian Peninsula
was understood to be the southern limit of the entire land con-
tinent including Africa, the place where the land inhabited by
man literally came to an end.

81Seely, “The Firmament and the Water above Part I”. Indeed, as Seely points out, such
a belief was common even far into the current era.
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When then we read Jesus’ statement in Matt 12:42/Luke 11:41
that the Queen of Sheba came “from the ends of the earth,”
we may make the mistake of removing the statement from its
historical context and understanding it in terms of our modern
geographical knowledge as a merely figurative way of saying
“a long distance.” But the hearers of Jesus understood the
statement literally. The “ends of the earth” referred to the
boundary between the inhabited earth (essentially a single land
mass) and the ocean that was believed to surround it. To the
south the earth was believed to end in the area of Sheba which
is at the south- western tip of the Arabian peninsula opposite
Ethiopia. Thus Pliny speaks of “the coast of the Ethiopic Ocean
where habitation just begins.” To the hearers of Jesus there was
no land south of that for there was no land beyond “the ends of
the earth.” Hence, the hearers of Jesus would have understood
Jesus’ statement literally...82

Regarding the internal reasons, in the generations of Noah his sons
were described as those from whom “the people of the whole earth were
dispersed.” (9:19) Then, the genealogies that follow of the sons of Noah
focus on the breadth of their descendants rather than a particular line
through them — in contrast with the other genealogies in the Genesis
prologue — and concludes with the words “These are the clans of the sons
of Noah, according to their genealogies, in their nations, and from these
the nations spread abroad on the earth after the flood.” (10:32) This strongly
suggests that the author understood the genealogies of the sons of Noah
to be the fulfillment of his earlier words that from them the whole earth
was inhabited. This is further supported by the tower of Babel narrative,
in two ways.

First, that the author groups the genealogies and the tower of Babel
narrative within the same section (the generations of the sons of Noah),
suggests that he intends us to read them as referring to the same group.
And in the tower of Babel narrative, he is quite insistent that it involves
the whole earth.

Second, as we will see in section 5.4, the author includes clues in the
genealogies of the sons of Noah that indicate that God’s judgment at the
tower of Babel is what explains the spreading we see in the genealogies.
But in this case, the scope of the genealogies would correspond with the

82Seely, “The Date of the Tower of Babel and Some Theological Implications”.
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whole earth since God’s judgment “dispersed them over the face of all the
earth.” (11:9)

So, for both external and internal reasons, we conclude that the author
understood the world to be exhausted by the nations described in the
genealogies of the sons of Noah. That is, as far as the author is concerned,
“the earth extended only from Sardinia to Afghanistan, and from the
southern tip of the Arabian Peninsula to the northern boundaries of the
Black and Caspian Seas.”83

5.2 The genealogies include Israel’s neighboring nations
in the events of the Genesis prologue

In sections 3.1 and 3.2 we discussed the significance that genealogies, as
tools for historically locating an individual at a specific time or within a
specific lineage. The genealogies of the sons of Noah has both similarities
and differences with the other genealogies in the Genesis prologue (Cain’s
in 4:17–22, Seth’s in 5:3–31, and Shem’s in 11:10–26).

As with the other genealogies, the author sometimes breaks from
enumerating the names to give a little description about someone. We saw
this earlier, for example, with Jabal (4:21), Jubal (4:22), and Noah (5:29).
In the present genealogy we are told that Nimrod was a mighty warrior
who began his kingdom in the land of Shinar (10:8–10), that the clans of
the Canaanites dispersed (10:18b), and that in Peleg’s day the earth was
divided (10:25).

The most notable difference between these genealogies and the others
is that while they focus on a particular line through a family lineage, these
emphasize the breadth of the lineage by taking a much broader view of the
family. The genealogies of the sons of Noah are decidedly more political
than the other genealogies, as is clear from the repeated phrase “These
are the sons of [son of Noah], by their clans, their languages, their lands,
and their nations.” (10:5, 20, 31). This difference in presentation must
correspond to a difference in what the author intends to emphasize.

The author seems to be using these genealogies as a way situating Is-
rael’s neighboring nations within a common framework: the descendants
of Shem make up the nations friendly to Israel, the descendants of Ham
make up the nations who were antagonistic to Israel, and the descendants
of Japheth make up the nations that don’t fit into either of these cate-

83Seely, “The Date of the Tower of Babel and Some Theological Implications”.
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gories.84 Combining this with the more general usage of genealogies to
historically locate individuals (see section 3.2), it seems that the author is
using these genealogies of the sons of Noah to include Israel’s neighboring
nations within the wider narrative about the persistence and corruption of
sin. That is, sin is not a problem unique to Israel, but one which impacts
everyone.

5.3 The sin of Babel is the refusal to spread throughout
the world

While it is clear that the tower of Babel narrative is about the sin of the
people, there is some disagreement about which sin it is. A number of
views have been proposed about what sin is being emphasized in the
narrative.

First, the people’s pride leading them to be antagonistic towards God,
either by confronting him in the heavens or by defying his rule over them.
On this view, they build a very tall tower into the heavens (idiomatically,
God’s abode) to confront or replace God, and their desire to make a name
for themselves is a desire to make their name great.85

Second, the people’s desire not to spread across the face of the earth,
contrary to their creation mandate (see section 1.6). On this view, their
desire to make a name for themselves has to do with their wanting to stay
together as a fixed group of people, akin to the groups of people named
in the preceding genealogy.

Third, the people’s building a fierce reputation for themselves, moti-
vated by their desire to not be conquered by others. This reputation is also
the name they wish to make for themselves.86

Fourth, the people’s distorted concept of God made in man’s image. On
this view, their wanting to make a name for themselves involves building
an urbanized society together, which would carry the connotation of
holding such distorted beliefs.87

Of these four views, the second seems to be the best. In order to see this,
we will first discuss why the second and fourth views are preferable to the

84As noted in Wenham, Genesis. New Bible Commentary, and Kline, “Genesis”.
85See Wenham, Genesis. New Bible Commentary.
86See Marlowe, “The Sin of Shinar (Genesis 11:4)”.
87See Walton, “The Mesopotamian Background of the Tower of Babel Account and Its

Implications”.
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first and third, and then proceed to discuss why the second is preferable
to the fourth.

To start, we note that both the first and third views are based on
assumptions that seem contrary to the intentions of the author.

Regarding the first view, it requires that we understand the tower’s top
being in the heavens as a description of its great height, with a connotation
of antagonism toward God. However, as Seely and Walton note, it is very
likely that the tower is a ziggurat, an important building in Babylonia that
was built for bridging the gap between the heavens (where the gods live)
and the earth (where the humans live).88 It is thus more likely that the
tower’s top reaching to the heavens is less a picture of antagonism toward
God (or the gods), and more a picture of the desire to connect with him
(or them).

Regarding the third view, it requires that the people in the narrative
do not make up everyone in the world, but rather come from a particular
region. After all, if they were everyone in the world, then there would
be no-one else who could conquer them. But, as Seely notes, there are a
number of problems with this.89

First, the immediate context of the phrase “the whole earth” (11:1)
is Noah’s flood (10:32), which was global (see section 4.1). While the
statement could technically be translated as referring to the whole land
or region if it were isolated, having the global flood as backdrop strongly
suggests that the author intends us to understand it as referring to the
whole earth.

Second, a regional interpretation can make little sense of the emphasis
put on the people having one language (or common understanding). The
author draws attention to this in the beginning of the narrative (11:1), and
again when God describes the situation (11:4). But if the author were
envisioning a particular region or country, then this emphasis would be
out of place. As Seely explains:

Since the world delineated in Gen 10 is about as wide and
diverse as Europe, Gen 11:1 interpreted locally would be like
saying emphatically, “All of Italy spoke the same language

88See Seely, “The Date of the Tower of Babel and Some Theological Implications”, pp.
18–19 and Walton, “The Mesopotamian Background of the Tower of Babel Account and
Its Implications”, pp. 156–162.

89Seely, “The Date of the Tower of Babel and Some Theological Implications”, pp.
23–24.
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(Italian);” and 11:6a would be like saying “Behold, the Italians
are one people and they all have the same language.” Why
should this be emphatic or draw any attention? All of France
also spoke the same language (French). All of Spain spoke
the same language (Spanish). Every country spoke the same
language. So what if the Italians did? But, if the statement
is saying, “All the world spoke the same language,” that is
startling in light of the fact that they certainly do not all speak
the same language now. It would be appropriate to make
emphatic statements about the whole world speaking the same
language because it would be so unusual compared to the
present.90

Third, the phrase “sons of man” (11:5) is very general, and surprising if
the author intends us to understand these people as being only one group
out of many, but natural if he intends us to understand these as all people
in the world.

Fourth, on the regional interpretation the ending of the narrative would
merely involve God spreading people from one nation among the other
nations that already existed. Again, to quote Seely:

If people all over the world were already speaking different lan-
guages, this conclusion to the story seems rather insignificant
and anti-climactic. But, if all of mankind was speaking one
language until this event, v. 9 makes a fitting and resounding
climax not only to the story but also to the universal history
begun in Gen 1.91

So, contrary to the first and third views, there seems to be good reason
for interpreting the narrative as being about the people of the whole earth
coming together in order to make a ziggurat to connect with God.

Adding to this, note that there are roughly two interpretations of what
it means for the people to make a name for themselves. The first and
third views interpret it as having to do with the people making a great
reputation for themselves, either by overcoming God or their dependence
upon him (first view), or as a warning for other nations not to attack them
(third view). By contrast, the second and fourth views interpret the desire

90Seely, “The Date of the Tower of Babel and Some Theological Implications”, p. 23.
91ibid., p. 24.
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to make a name simply as the desire to form a single identifiable people
group. There are at least two advantages to this latter interpretation.

First, the author has intentionally grouped the narrative with the
preceding genealogies, where repeated emphasis was given to the names
of the various nations located throughout the world. So, when we hear that
the people want to make a name for themselves and stay in a particular
place — rather than spread across the world — it seems natural to interpret
this in the same way it was understood in the section immediately before.

Second, God’s reaction to the situation (11:5–9) repeats every fact about
the people apart from their having one name, replacing it instead with
their being one people. This suggests that the author understands these as
referring to the same thing, since he has clearly made an effort to address
each fact mentioned about the people.

The people God’s reaction
Have one language & same words (11:1) See one language (11:6), confuse it (11:7)
Build city & tower (11:3–4) See city & tower (11:5), stop it (11:8)
Make a name for themselves (11:4) See one people (11:6)
Avoid dispersion (11:4) Disperse the people (11:8–9)

So, the people’s desire to make a name for themselves should not be
interpreted in terms of their wanting to make a reputation for themselves,
but rather in terms of their wanting to become a unified people group.

Up until now we have seen reasons for preferring the second and fourth
views over the first and third views. We now turn to reasons for thinking
the second view preferable to the fourth.

First, the second view aligns better with what is repeatedly emphasized
in the passage. The reason stated for the people coming together and
making a name for themselves is to avoid being dispersed throughout
the earth, while any notion of improper worship or distorted beliefs is at
best implied by the text without ever being explicitly mentioned. God’s
evaluation of the situation makes no mention of worship or belief, but
does emphasize their unity as one people with one language, which is
contrary to their spreading throughout the world. And his worry that they
will be able to achieve whatever they desire surely refers to their intentions
of not dispersing, which is stated immediately prior. Then, his judgment
of their actions consists in him confusing and dispersing them across the
earth contrary to their plans. The only reference that might be to God
addressing improper worship or distorted beliefs must be implicit in the
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fact that the people left off building the city, but even this is weak since it
is the city that is mentioned rather than the tower. Had the author intended
to frame God’s judgment as being against bad religion it is difficult to see
why he was happy to leave off mention of the tower, which would have
been the central hub for it.

Second, the second view aligns better with the grouping of the genealo-
gies of the sons of Noah with the tower of Babel narrative, for the former
has a large emphasis on the spread of different peoples throughout the
world and very little to say about their religious practices. It also reinforces
something that we could have already noticed from the tower of Babel
narrative alone: the author saw a connection between a group having the
same language and their being located together. These two notions stand
or fall together in the tower of Babel narrative, and are taken together
in the genealogies. Thus, the repeated emphasis on the people having
one language in the tower of Babel narrative is further emphasis from the
author about how the people are not yet dispersed.

Overall, then, the fourth view requires that the intention of the author
is left implicit throughout the passage, while the second view fits well the
repeated, explicit, and varied emphases used throughout the generations
of the sons of Noah. Thus, of the two, the second is preferable.

Having discussed reasons for preferring the second view over the others,
we now turn to objections that have been raised against it. Walton raises
two objections against the view, which we will take in turn:

First, the disobedience that is attributed to the builders is gen-
erally explained by reference to the blessings of Gen 1:28 and
Gen 9:1, 7 where God says to be fruitful and multiply and
fill the earth. But a correlation here cannot be sustained. The
passages that speak of being fruitful and multiplying are better
read as blessings granting permission, rather than commands;
privileges, rather than obligations. Further, it is clear that even
if filling was seen as an obligation, it would be carried out
by reproducing, not by putting geographical distance between
oneself and one’s family. Scattering is not to be equated with
filling.92

92Walton, “The Mesopotamian Background of the Tower of Babel Account and Its
Implications”, (pp.166–167).
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Now, this objection is flawed for a number of reasons.
First, the view does not need that the people are explicitly going against

a command given to them by God. All it requires is that their behavior
goes contrary to God’s will for them to flourish as the kinds of creatures
that they are, as captured in the creation mandate.

Second, the description of the creation mandate as giving “privileges,
rather than obligations” draws too simplistic a distinction. As we saw
in section 1.6, even though the mandate is not a command, it is still a
measure for our success as God’s image-bearers. In fact, focusing on the
blessings is misleading. Humans are not held accountable because they are
blessed — since then the animals would also have to be held accountable —
but rather because human flourishing requires the proper exercise of their
responsibility over the rest of creation. This is why we say that humans
have a mandate to fulfill and that animals don’t, while maintaining that
both are blessed.

Third, while the multiplying part of the creation mandate is not ex-
hausted by “putting geographical distance between oneself and one’s
family”, something like it is nevertheless required. The fundamental pur-
pose of the multiplication is to spread the exercise of human responsibility
to cover the earth, which requires both reproduction and distance, and hu-
mans can fail the mandate by failing either or both of these requirements.
The people’s intention was evidently against the purpose of the mandate,
even if it is stated solely in terms of scattering, since people cannot exercise
their responsibility over areas at which they are not present. Similarly,
God’s judgment forces their hand by putting distance between them, but
there is no reason to think that this alone fulfills the mandate — it is just
to get them on the right track.

Fourth, there is no need to look outside the passage (that is, 1:28, 9:1,
7) in order to motivate the view. Our discussion up until now has focused
on the passage itself in order to defend the second view. Nevertheless,
there is secondary confirmation of the second view, when the generations
of the sons of Noah is viewed within the context of the Genesis prologue
as a whole. We will discuss this in more detail in section 5.4.

Walton continues as follows:

The second point against the disobedience interpretation is the
existence of a much more plausible alternative for understand-
ing the statement. If the builders desired to prevent scattering,
then we must assume that something was forcing them to scat-
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ter. The Old Testament does witness to a pressure to scatter
that arises from internal conditions. Gen 13:6–9 records a situa-
tion that arose between Abraham and Lot in which they would
no longer remain together because of conflict between their
men. This would have involved competition for prime grazing
land and for campsites nearer to water sources. The constant
need for the patriarchs to travel to Egypt in time of famine
(i.e., when there is not enough food to meet subsistence level
requirements) likewise demonstrates what to them was a fact
of life: the number of people that can reside in any given area is
directly related to the climatic conditions and land fertility. Co-
operation among residents (as initially practiced by Abraham
and Lot) can increase the ratio, but eventually the growth in
numbers will necessitate dispersion. Perhaps more frequently,
the cooperative effort will fail. Both reasons are mentioned
in Genesis 13 — their possessions became too great, and their
men fought.

Scattering, then, is not being avoided by disobedience. It is
rather a fact of life in nomadic and seminomadic societies that
is counterproductive to cultural continuity. It is natural that
the builders would want to counteract the need to scatter. The
solution to this is the development of a cooperative society,
which by pooling their efforts and working together can greatly
increase production. In a word — the solution is urbanization.

As we said before, the second view does not require the people to
be intentionally disobeying God’s wishes, but only that their actions go
contrary to God’s will for them as captured by the creation mandate. Based
on what the author does and does not emphasize, he seems less interested
in why the people decided to stay together and more interested in that they
decided to. This is further supported by the Abraham passage Walton
references (13:6–9), which shows that the author could have been more
explicit had he intended to focus on the particulars of their motivations.

The people weren’t being judged for their response to facts of life
common with nomadic and semi-nomadic societies — which, we grant,
may well have been their motivations — but for their refusal to multiply
across the face of the earth. We will discuss the significance of the people’s
refusal in section 5.4, where we will also see that their desire to work
together in no way undermines the author’s emphasis on the failure to
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multiply that this entails.

We have considered four views on what sin is being emphasized in the
tower of Babel narrative. Overall, a corrected understanding of certain
key phrases — the people making a tower with its top in the heavens,
and them making a name for themselves — and an appreciation of the
repeated and varied emphases of the author throughout the generations of
the sons of Noah, shows that the best reading of the passage takes the sin
of Babel to be the refusal of the people to multiply throughout the earth.

5.4 The purpose of the account is to show the persistence
of universal sin

In the beginning we saw the one God who created everything in good
order. In the generations of the heavens and the earth we saw how human
sin introduced corruption and death into this good order, as well as how
this sin spiraled into further and graver sins. Then in the generations
of Adam we saw that the consequences of sin were not isolated to the
line of Adam through Cain, but rather affected the whole world. There we
saw that humanity half-fulfilling their creation mandate by succeeding
to multiply throughout the earth but failing to be fruitful, choosing to
be wicked instead. Thus, instead of spreading prosperity throughout the
world we spread corruption.

The second half of the prologue began with the generations of Noah.
We saw in section 4.3 that the author connects the two halves together
by repeatedly alluding back to events of the first half when narrating the
events of the second. God’s judgment of the world through the flood was
presented as a reversal of the original creation, followed by a fresh start
in its re-creation. Ham’s sin and Noah’s death paralleled the initial sin
and death of Adam, so that just as the latter indicated the entrance of sin
into the original creation, the former indicated that sin persisted through
the process of re-creation. At the end of the generations of Noah, then,
we were left with the same question as at the end of the generations of
the heavens and the earth: is sin in this re-creation an isolated event or a
universal problem? This is the question that the generations of the sons of
Noah aims to answer for us.
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Just as in the generations of Adam, where we saw a genealogy (of
Adam’s line through Seth) and a narrative about humanity throughout the
world, so too here do we see the genealogies of the sons of Noah (10:1–32)
and a narrative about all of humanity (11:1–9). The genealogies of the
sons of Noah lay out a generally positive view of humanity spreading
across the face of the earth in accordance with the creation mandate (1:28,
9:7). They are effectively the detailed version of what had previously been
mentioned only in passing (9:19). After reading the genealogies we might
reasonably think that humanity is back on the right track, in spite of the
little mishap with Ham and his father. But the following tower of Babel
narrative will put this apparent success into perspective, and show that
our optimism in humanity is quite misplaced.

Indeed, there are even subtle clues in the genealogies themselves that
hint at an important event that the author is not yet telling us about: we’re
told that Nimrod’s kingdom began in Babel without yet knowing the
significance of this (10:10), there is mention of a dispersion (10:17), and
mention the world being divided (10:25).93

Once we are shown the events of the tower of Babel we are able
to reconsider the genealogies in a new light and realize that while the
descendents of Noah did in fact spread throughout the world, they did
this in spite of their best intentions rather than because of them. In this
there is a devastating parallel to what we saw before: in the generations
of Adam we saw humanity multiply across the face of the earth but fail
to be fruitful (as seen in their wickedness), and at the tower of Babel we
see humanity being fruitful (as seen in their working together) but fail to
multiply across the face of the earth.

Recognizing this parallel with what has come before helps us to see
the significance of the generations of the sons of Noah within the overall
Genesis prologue: just as the generations of Adam intended to show
us that sin is a universal rather than isolated phenomenon, so these
generations show us that sin persists universally in spite of the “fresh start”
at the flood. There seems to be no escaping the reality of sin that began in
the garden; even though it might change its form, it nevertheless remains
as a corruption of God’s good created order.

93This mixture of positive and worrying elements was also in Seth’s genealogy. On the
positive side were Enoch’s walking with God (5:21–24) and the prophecy about Noah
(5:28–29). On the negative side, as we saw in section 3.5, was the pervasiveness of death,
which showed that the men in Seth’s line were not escaping the consequences of sin.
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6 The generations of Shem

6.1 The purpose of the genealogy is to connect Abram his-
torically to Shem

As we have already seen, in section 3.1, the primary use of a genealogy
is to historically locate individuals. Unlike the other genealogies in the
Genesis prologue, the present one takes up all of the generations of Shem,
with no other narrative to augment it. This suggests that the primary
purpose of the generations of Shem is to connect what came before with
what comes after, with Abram and his family.

We saw in section 3.2 that the ages in the genealogy need not convey
the actual ages of the people involved, but it is noteworthy that their
inclusion implies that these people died. This further reinforces what
we have already seen in the generations of Noah and the sons of Noah,
namely that God’s judgment through the flood did not solve the problem
of death introduced at the fall.

In connecting Shem and Abram with this genealogy, the author situates
Abram within the broader story of God’s plan to save humanity from the
problem and consequences of sin introduced at the fall.
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7 The Genesis prologue

7.1 The purpose of the Genesis prologue is to give the
background for God’s solution to human sin

In the beginning God created everything in a good order. When he created
humanity he gave us responsibility over the rest of creation, making us his
representatives within his good creation. When he did this he mandated
that we “be fruitful and multiply,” and these two aspects act as a measure
of our success (and failure) throughout the Genesis prologue.

In the generations of the heavens and the earth, we saw humans fail to
fulfill this mandate by sinning against God and his rule over them. In the
same section we saw this spiral into worse sin, to the point where Lamech
thought his act of murder justified, and God is wholly absent. Murder
and violence are visceral examples of a society failing to be fruitful by
failing to work together. In the generations of Adam, we saw that though
mankind succeeded in spreading across the face of the earth (6:1), they
also spread death, sin, and violence. Thus, by the end of the generations
of Adam, we saw mankind managing to multiply, but failing to be fruitful.

In the generations of Noah, God judged mankind because of their
universal wickedness (6:11–12), wiping them and their corruption from
the face of the earth, while preserving humanity through the righteous
Noah and his family. But before we could praise God’s judgment as the
solution to sin, Ham dishonored his father and showed us that sin had not
been eradicated after all. Then, in the generations of the sons of Noah, we
saw humanity working together, but that together they were trying not to
spread across the earth (11:4). In other words, humanity managed to be
fruitful, but failed to multiply.

So, from (1) the variety of sins described, (2) the closing of each gen-
eration with sin, and (3) the consistent failure of humanity to fulfill our
creation mandate, we see a dominant theme of the entire Genesis pro-
logue emerge: the corruption of God’s good order is pervasive and, as
yet, unsolved. While the nature of the sin might change — shown at the
broadest level by the different ways in which the creation mandate is failed
— sin itself and the corruption it brings remain. The significance of this is
reinforced by the other theme that is woven into the prologue: God is the
good creator and righteous judge of the world. It is precisely because he
is creator that God cares about our well-being and the well-being of the
creation over which he has given us dominion, and is why he issues the
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creation mandate in the first place. And it is because he is the judge, not
only does our failure to fulfill our mandate produce its natural result of
self-destruction, but it also produces enmity against the righteous judge
of everything.

So, by the end of the prologue we are confronted with two facts. First,
that it is of greatest importance and part of our very well-being that we
live under God, the creator who seeks our good and the judge who hates
our wickedness.94 And second, that our sin that prevents us from doing so
is pervasive and unsolved. Together, these two facts raise the fundamental
problem that underlies all of salvation history: how are we going to be
reconciled with God?

The purpose of the Genesis prologue as a whole is precisely to raise
this problem, so as to give the context for God’s solution that we see
begin to unfold in the rest of Genesis. After having laid out the problem,
and connected the events of the prologue to Abram (through Shem’s
genealogy), the first words of God to Abram are a promise to handle to
this problem of human sin and alienation himself, by reconciling himself
with the world through Abram and his descendents:

Now the Lord said to Abram, “Go from your country and your
kindred and your father’s house to the land that I will show
you. And I will make of you a great nation, and I will bless
you and make your name great, so that you will be a blessing.
I will bless those who bless you, and him who dishonours you
I will curse, and in you all the families of the earth shall be
blessed.” (12:1–3)

The thirty-eight remaining chapters of Genesis aim to show us God
beginning to fulfill this promise in Abraham (15:18–21, 17:1–8), Isaac (26:3–
5, 24), and Jacob (28:13–15, 35:9–13), and assuring that he will continue to
do so through their descendants (46:1–4, 48:21, 50:24).

Consider also that the first eleven chapters deal with an enormous
span of time, that covers twenty generations from Adam to Terah — not
to say anything of the other family lines mentioned but not discussed. By
contrast, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob take up most of remaining thirty-eight
chapters by themselves! Much more time is given about the lives of these
three patriarchs and God’s to them than anyone else in the entire book.

94This realization is essentially what it means to live in the fear of the Lord. See Elliott,
Fear of the Lord for a brief discussion on this.
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The point of all of this is that once we consider the role the first eleven
chapters in the narrative of Genesis as a whole, it becomes clear that they
are what we have been calling them from the beginning: a prologue to the
work God begins with Abraham and his descendents. The prologue shows
us that humans cannot solve the problem of sin that they introduced, so
now God himself is stepping in to solve it. The recognition of God as the
savior and the reliance on him in faith will become the foundation of how
humans relate to him from here on out.
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8 Reflections

Up until now our discussion has focused on exegetical conclusions drawn
from the text of the Genesis prologue. Having discussed each section, as
well as the prologue as a whole, we now turn to discussing issues beyond
the text itself but which nevertheless concern themselves with prologue.
Most of the discussion here will center around the issue of inerrancy and
its application to the Genesis prologue, but towards the end we will have
something to say about evolutionary biology and original sin.

8.1 Scripture is both a human and divine work

Traditional Christian doctrine says three things are true of God’s inspi-
ration of scripture. First, that it is verbal, which means that the influence
of God’s inspiration extends down to the individual words. Second, that
it is plenary, which means that it extends to all parts of scripture. And
third, that it is confluent, which means that it is both a divine and human
product. It’s the last of these three components that is of interest to us
here.

Confluence is critical to the Christian doctrine of inspiration, because
it is what distinguishes the doctrine from what might be called the “dicta-
tion” view of inspiration — which says that the books in scripture were
given directly from God, and that the only role humans played is the
transmission of it through the ages. And this dictation view cannot offer
an adequate account of what we know about the authorship of scripture,
or of what scripture itself says about its authorship. Confluence is also
critical for reading scripture properly, because it shows us that the proper
understanding of any passage depends on the processes and concerns of
the human author. This is often forgotten in churches, where typical lan-
guage emphasizes the divine source of scripture to the effective exclusion
of the human source. And while this improper emphasis may sometimes
be benign, other times it can lead to serious error.

A particularly problematic case of this is the Genesis prologue that
we’ve been studying. Quite reasonably, the five books of the Pentateuch are
typically understood to be from Moses, as the books themselves indicate,
for example in Exodus 17:14, 24:4, 7, Numbers 33:1–2, and Deuteronomy
31:24. It is less clear, however, how we are to understand the precise role
he played in their formation. While it is likely that he was a significant
source for much of Exodus to Deuteronomy, it is also likely that he wasn’t
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directly responsible for the final form we have today. To illustrate what
is meant by this, consider the proposal from Kitchen who, after giving a
brief overview of some relevant considerations, says the following:

To finish with the ‘who’ of the Pentateuch, one may thus sug-
gest that the actual literary work of Moses lies somewhere in
between the ‘minimal’ and ‘maximal’ general limits offered
above. As for ‘when’ and ‘where’, one may suggest that Gen-
esis (with or without Dan for Laish in 14:14 and mention of
kings/Israel in 36:31b) was composed on the eve of the exodus,
with much use of existing records and traditions. En route to
Sinai, Moses obediently jotted down the doom of Amalek (Ex.
17: 14). At Sinai, he wrote the basic covenant-document and
its renewal, and possibly other items underlying the later book
of Exodus. What he did write at Sinai (Ex 24: 4, 7; Ex. 34: 27,
28) plus some of these, one might call ‘proto-Exodus’, and (as
Exodus even now has no final colophon) consider it merely the
first half of a whole. Also at Sinai, one may suggest that Moses
had recorded (dictated?) all of what is now Leviticus 1–7, 11–
23, 25–27, at first partly in separate documents or sections (cf.
colophons), and later (still at Sinai) as one whole, with final
colophons — this would be ‘proto-Leviticus’. Some record of
what is now in Leviticus 8–10, 24 was doubtless also retained.
Other recording-work had been done at Sinai or soon after, of
which we know nothing except for the allusion in Numbers
11:26 (‘those written’, RSV ‘registered’). So much, at least, was
done at Sinai.

During the journeyings, other records accumulated prior to
arrival in Shittim by Moab (within Nu. 1–21), perhaps at Moses’
dictation or by his hand, as in 5:5–6:27, 8–9, 15, 19, and finally
the itinerary written by him (cf. Nu. 33:2). This material plus
other of the contents of Numbers may have formed a ‘proto-
Numbers’, including the matter of 28–30, 34:1–15 and 35:9–33,
with final colophon (Nu. 36:13). Following renewal of the
covenant with the new generation of Israel, Moses wrote most
of Deuteronomy 1–30, plus the Song of 32, and perhaps other
small bits, forming ‘proto-Deuteronomy’. At some time he also
produced Psalm 90; and at Shittim, finally the Blessing now
Deuteronomy 33.
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After Moses’ death, it is perhaps possible to suggest that the
four books ‘proto-Exodus’ to ‘proto-Deuteronomy’ were de-
fined and completed by an Eleazer or a Joshua adding in the
final connecting pieces of explanatory narrative, etc., to pro-
duce virtually the present books. Minor additions may have
been made later (Dt. 34:5–9 by Joshua; verses 10–12 then or
later?), with perhaps orthological or other minor revision (? Gn.
14:14; 36:31b) by, or in, the time of the United Monarchy.95

Particularly noteworthy is Kitchen’s suggestion that the contents of
Genesis were composed “with much use of existing records and traditions.”
It is commonly supposed that Moses was simply dictated the contents of
Genesis, or at least the contents of the Genesis prologue that we’ve been
discussing. But there is no reason to suppose that this is the case, and in
the absence of such a reason we must assume that the usual processes
were followed, as seen with the other four books of the Pentateuch. It’s
plausible that the traditions underlying the Genesis prologue, regarding
events that precede Abraham, were brought by him from Mesopotamia
(from Ur to Haran, then westward). This would explain well the features
shared between the Genesis account and comparable accounts in other
Near Eastern accounts.96 Beginning with this, then, the tradition would
have been developed and expanded upon in various ways throughout the
generations from Abraham to Moses, until they found their final form we
know today.97

That these processes are “messy” and progressive in no way under-
mines God’s superintendence over them any more than the general messi-
ness of life undermines his being in control. It is exactly these kinds of
processes that we must expect if we are to take seriously the fact that
scripture is a product of God and humans.

95Kitchen, “The Old Testament in Its Context Part 2”, pp. 7–8. It is recommended that
Kitchen’s larger discussion be read in order to fully appreciate how he can postulate his
proposal here. Cf. Mackie, Making of the Bible for related considerations.

96Kitchen, “The Old Testament in Its Context Part 1”, p. 3.
97An interesting example of corroborating evidence for this proposal is how the

significance of various numbers changes as the Pentateuch proceeds. We touched on this
in section 3.2: in the Genesis prologue the significance of the numbers are correlated
more strongly with Mesopotamian thought, while in the later Joseph narrative they are
correlated with Egyptian thought, and this changes again by the time Moses dies in Moab.
See Hill, “Making sense of the numbers of Genesis” for a more thorough discussion of
this and related questions.
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8.2 God accommodates to the “ordinary views of men”

Since we cannot ignore the fact that scripture is the product of human
processes, what does this mean for cases where our ancient ancestors
were ignorant of particular facts about the world? Christian approaches
to these questions have commonly fallen into one of two camps, called
concordism and literalism. Neither has an established definition, but we
might describe them as follows: concordism seeks to harmonize scripture
with modern knowledge, where necessary interpreting the former in light
of the latter, and literalism prefers the literal interpretation of scripture,
treating it as the “default” reading in some sense, and where necessary
interprets modern data in such a way that the default reading is upheld.

The two views, and their failings, can be illustrated nicely by how
they approach the flood narrative. Concordists, feeling the pressure of
archaeological and geological evidence against a global flood around
Noah’s time,98 interpret the author of Genesis as describing a local flood.
Literalists, by contrast, will insist on a global flood in spite of the evidence
to the contrary. In the end, however, both approaches fall into the same
error of imposing modern understanding on ancient texts, and they differ
only in terms of which texts they choose to do this with. This may be
clearer in the case of the concordists, who insist that the author must
be describing a local flood because of the evidence against a global one
around Noah’s time — we saw in section 4.1 that the author describes a
global flood. Literalists, on the other hand, correctly interpret the author
as talking about a global flood, but they then proceed to interpret “global”
in light of our modern scientific understanding. For ancient people — the
Genesis author included — the world was a flat disc, covered by the
solid firmament we discussed in section 1.2, with water above it, and the
endless deep below the earth. And as we saw in section 5.1, even this
disc of the earth was nowhere near the size of the earth as we understand
it today. So the concordist imposes a local understanding on the author
because of modern evidence and the literalist imposes a modern global
understanding on him. This error of imposing modern understandings on
ancient authors can be seen throughout the disagreements between these
two approaches throughout the Genesis prologue.

Even those who might not easily fall into either camp find themselves
tempted by this error. This is seen, for instance, when commentators
assume that the creation week must be describing the creation of the

98Seely, “Noah’s flood”.
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world in a kind of proto-scientific way. Some will attempt to insert gaps
between the days that we otherwise would not assume were there. While
others attempt to explain how there could be light on the first three days
before the sun is created on the fourth day (see our discussion in section
1.3). In this case, what these commentators fail to realize is that we must
consider the genre of the passage as a whole (as we did in section 1.7)
without assuming it to be literal or quasi-literal upfront.

There is a third alternative to concordism and literalism, which has been
called accommodationism, and which has been discussed by commentators
like John Calvin, BB Warfield, and Paul Seely. While all three views agree
that God communicates truth to humans in terms they understand —
using the “ordinary views of men” — accomodationism notes that God
can do this even if these ordinary views of men are false, so long as the truth
of what he intends to communicate does not depend on the truth of these
ordinary views.

But why would God choose to work in such a way? The answer may
vary depending on the particular passage we’re considering, but we can
make two general observations. First, if the error is irrelevant to what
God seeks to communicate, then correcting it might distract from his
communication being effective. If God had to correct all the mistaken
cosmological and geological views held by the authors of scripture before
he could tell them about his plan to save humanity, for example, then
the focus on the latter would be lost. Second, correcting the error might
actively hinder clear communication because of the paradigms in which the
original audience would interpret the correction. Consider this example
discussed by Seely:

When anthropologist Paul Raffaele saw that the houses of the
Indonesian Korowai Indians were built in the tops of trees,
he tried to tell the Indians that in the country where he came
from people live in buildings ten times taller than the trees.
The Indians found this completely unbelievable. They snorted,
“Humans cannot climb that high.” The anthropologist tried to
explain elevators, but the Indians found this just as unbelievable
as the original story. Sometimes, because of a radical difference
in cultural background, a modern concept simply cannot be
accepted.

In our time, there has been so much emphasis upon outer
space and space travel that we find it almost impossible to
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grasp how anyone could ever have believed the sky was solid.
Yet, until the sixteenth century virtually everyone everywhere
in the world believed the sky was solid and had so believed
for thousands of years. The only exception to this belief before
recent centuries was a philosophical school which arose in
China around A.D. 200 that believed the sky was not solid.
Yet, a Jesuit missionary coming upon this school of thought
in the sixteenth century found this idea of a non-solid sky so
impossible to accept that he wrote home saying the idea that
the sky is not solid is “one of the absurdities of the Chinese.”

The inability to understand a concept which does not fit a
current paradigm is not a matter of intelligence, but of men-
tality, that is, of culturally ingrained concepts. I believe then,
in line with Calvin, that for the sake of facilitating as opposed
to hindering communication God wisely accommodated his
revelation to ancient scientific paradigms and left to mankind
the task of discovering the scientific truths which would change
those paradigms.

With accommodationism our aim is to first understand the intention of
the author within his own historical and cultural context, including any
mistaken views they may have had about the world. Returning briefly to
the flood narrative, we can see how the accommodationist approach would
differ from the literalist and concordist approaches: the accommodationist
would recognize that the author intended to convey a global flood while
recognizing that the author’s geographical understanding of “global” is
much more limited that our modern one.

Since God’s accommodation depends crucially on what he intends to
communicate through the human authors, it is natural to ask how we
determine his intention in any particular passage. When it comes to the
question of ancient misunderstandings of the world, our earlier discussion
about the nature of God’s inspiration of scripture suggests that divine
and human intentions in a particular passage should coincide with one
another.

At this point we might raise two questions. First, does God’s accom-
modation to the erroneous views of human authors undermine inerrancy
of scripture? And second, assuming that accommodation can coexist with
inerrancy in principle, what is the extent of errors that can exist in the
Genesis prologue without undermining its inerrancy? It is these questions
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that we will be answering in what follows.

8.3 Inerrancy applies to illocution

The doctrine of inerrancy says that scripture is true in all that it claims.
When making this precise, the central question is how we demarcate
what scripture does or does not claim in a particular case. Indeed, this
is not a question unique to scripture, but applies to any form of commu-
nication. In order to answer this, Walton and Sandy borrow from John
Searle the following distinction between the three components of any
communication:

The communicator uses locutions (words, sentences, rhetorical
structures, genres) to embody an illocution (the intention to
do something with those locutions — bless, promise, instruct,
assert) with a perlocution that anticipates a certain sort of re-
sponse from the audience (obedience, trust, belief). A common
illustration is the words spoken in a wedding. When the bride
and groom say “I do” they are using a very basic locution
— words that could be used in any number of contexts with
varieties of meaning. But in this context they are used for a
specific illocution: a lifetime vow of faithfulness and commit-
ment. The resulting perlocution is the implementation of that
vow throughout life. One can see that it is the illocution that
carries the weight of the communication.99 (emphasis original)

Restricting ourselves to the case where someone communicates through
speech, we can illustrate the three components as follows. The locution is
the sentence uttered by the speaker along with its meaning, the illocution
is how the speaker uses this utterance, and the perlocution is the goal of
using this utterance in this way. For example, consider the utterance “I
see that the kettle has boiled.” This statement has a particular meaning by
itself (locution), but can be used in different ways (illocution) for different
purposes (perlocutions). It could be used as a request for someone to go
make tea or coffee, in which case the purpose would be the fulfillment
of the request. It could be used as a vocal observation, in which case the

99Walton and Sandy, The Lost World of Scripture: Ancient Literary Culture and Biblical
Authority.
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purpose would be acknowledgement. Or it could be used as a kind of
inquiry, in which case the purpose would be some kind of explanation.

It is important that we not confuse illocution with meaning. The locu-
tion already contains the meaning and genre of the act of communication,
but what it lacks — and what the illocution provides — is how this is used.
This is a subtle point and deserve underscoring. Consider Jesus’ statement
in the following passage:

“Truly, I say to you, all sins will be forgiven the children of man,
and whatever blasphemies they utter, but whoever blasphemes
against the Holy Spirit never has forgiveness, but is guilty of
an eternal sin” — for they were saying, “He has an unclean
spirit.” (Mark 3:28–30)

The locution here is a literal statement about the consequences of blas-
pheming the Holy Spirit; the illocution is his use of this literal statement as
a warning and a lesson to the people who were doing just this by rejecting
him and his ministry; and the perlocution is for those listening to him to
avoid such a reaction to him and his ministry. We can compare this to
what follows a few verses later, where Jesus teaches the people with the
parable of the sower (4:3–8). In this case the locution changes from a literal
statement to a fictional analogy, but the illouction of teaching the people
about the reactions to him and his ministry is the same, as well as the
perlocution encouraging them to respond appropriately in light of this.

Now, Walton and Sandy correctly note that “it is the illocution that
carries the weight of the communication.” The illocution, after all, is what
differentiates the story of a parable being used for entertainment from the
same story being used to teach us about the ministry of Jesus. And since
it is the illocution that determine what is being communicated, it follows
that this illocution must be what inerrancy applies to.

This result helps us see how God is able to accommodate to the er-
roneous views of the ancient authors of scripture without sacrificing the
truth of what he intends to communicate through them. To take one
example, consider David’s description of the sun in the following Psalm:

Its rising is from the end of the heavens, and its circuit to the
end of them, and there is nothing hidden from its heat. (Psalm
19:6)
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As modern readers who know that the sun does not literally revolve
around the earth, we instinctively read this in a qualified way, as a de-
scription of the sun’s motion from the perspective of an observer on earth.
But if we then go a step further and suppose that David meant it only in
this qualified way, then we become guilty of reading our modern scientific
understanding into the mouth of an ancient author. Our ancient ancestors
had no reason to doubt what their eyes told them about the sun — that it
literally revolved around the earth — and it would be a long time before
humans had any serious reason to doubt this. Interpreting David’s words
in their historical context compels us to take them as a literal statement
about his understanding of the way the universe works. But this error
in David’s statement does not affect the truth of what he communicated,
because it is restricted to his locution. Had the statement been part of a
scientific treatise, with an illocution aimed at teaching the reader new facts
about the workings of the universe, then it would be a problem. But as
it is, the illocution is aimed at illustrating how the “heavens declare the
glory of God” (19:1), and is not affected by the qualification of David’s
original statement in accordance with later scientific discoveries.

We see, then, that it is possible for God to communicate a truth about
himself and his creation through a human author that has an incorrect
understanding of the universe, without that undermining the truth of what
he wishes to communicate. We have also seen that this is not a blanket
statement: had the point of David’s statement required cosmological
accuracy, then an error in his statement would be problematic for inerrancy.
We must therefore take each passage or section of scripture on its own
terms to understand the extent to which various errors would or would
not undermine inerrancy.

8.4 The Genesis prologue could contain certain inaccura-
cies without undermining its inerrancy

We now turn to the Genesis prologue itself and ask where and to what
extent inaccuracies may be admitted without undermining its inerrancy.
From what we’ve said, the best way to approach this is to clarify the
intentions of the various sections in the context of the prologue as a whole.
We will proceed by first considering the prologue as a whole and then
enumerate the various sections, in each case reflecting on how the author
of Genesis is using the passage. By unpacking these various illocutions
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we will see to what extent inerrancy applies to the Genesis prologue,
and therefore which aspects can be in error without undermining this
inerrancy.

As we saw in section 7.1, the purpose of the Genesis prologue is to
give the context for God’s solution to sin that he begins through Abraham.
The accounts of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are the focus of Genesis, and
the prologue functions as a preface to introduce us to God, the problem of
sin, and humanity’s inability to solve it. It shows us the repeated failure of
humanity to address the consequences of the sin that alienates them from
God, their creator and judge. And it is only after seeing this that we are
able to appreciate the significance of God himself promising to reconcile
himself to the nations through Abraham and his descendents (12:1–3). So,
to use the vocabulary we have been developing up until now, we can say
the following: the author uses the narratives of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
to show us God beginning to bring about his solution to the problem of sin
through their lives, while he uses the prologue to show us the facts about
reality that explain why such a solution was needed in the first place.

So much for the prologue considered as a whole. We now turn to
look at the various sections within it, which we will do in a piecemeal
fashion, keeping in mind the function of the prologue within the book
of Genesis. We will start with the clearer cases and proceed toward the
more complicated cases, in each case clarifying the purpose in light of
our exegetical conclusions above and stating the extent of application of
inerrancy.

Perhaps the most straightforward cases are the genealogies of Cain,
Adam through Seth, and Shem. In section 3.1 we said that genealogies are
used by the authors of scripture to locate individuals historically. Since
nothing suggests otherwise we must conclude that the author intends to
use these genealogies with this typical purpose, and that the historical
location of these individuals is inerrant. As noted in section 3.2, however,
we must not overstate what this historical location consists in. We saw
there that in the case of Adam’s line through Seth, this act of locating is
achieved through placing the individual in a particular lineage, rather than
at a particular time. And the same is likely true of Cain’s line and Shem’s
line. Thus, being more precise we should say that inerrancy applies to the
author’s intent for us to understand the events of the prologue as being
related to the people in the lineage from Adam to Abram.

Next we turn to the creation week. We saw in the section 1.7 that
though the author intends to narrate God’s creation of the universe, the
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way he presents it here is through divine metaphor. We saw in 1.8 that
the purpose of the creation week has little to do with answering twentieth-
century questions about the world, and is more interested in teaching us
about God and ourselves: God is the unique and transcendent creator over
everything, and we as humans have been given the responsibility of being
his representatives over the rest of his creation. It is these fundamental
lessons that are inerrant, and it would be a mistake to look to the creation
week for an inerrant answers about the age of the universe, the ordering
and mechanisms of biological origins, or the amount of lower-register
time it took to create everything. It would also be a mistake to expect
the author’s description of the cosmos here to be inerrant, since he is not
trying to teach his audience new cosmological facts, but describing the
cosmos as they already understood it so as to depict God as the ruler over
everything. It would actively hurt his purpose if he did this by describing
God as creating a cosmos that his audience didn’t already recognize as
their own, even if their understanding of the cosmos was flawed.

The next scenes to consider are the garden, Cain, and Lamech nar-
ratives. In sections 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1 we saw that these narrate historical
events using creaturely metaphor. Thus, just as for the creation week,
what the author intends to teach through the narrative is inerrant, but
not the specifics of the presentation. Given our conclusions about the
purpose of these narratives in sections 2.7 and 3.5, we can say that the
following claims are inerrant: that God worked specially through a man
and woman (represented by Adam and Eve), giving them supernatural
aid (represented by the tree of life) to live and serve in close community
with him of some kind (represented by the garden), and that upon their
rejection of this they were excluded from this community (represented
by the exile from the garden and tree), where sin continued to corrupt
humans and their community with one another (represented Cain and
Lamech).

Next we take together the narratives of the sons of God and Nephilim,
the flood, and the tower of Babel. These narratives are similar to one
another in that they are not divine or creaturely metaphor, and they
likely come an ancient historical tradition brought by Abraham with him
when he moved from Mesopotamia (see section 8.1). This would explain
nicely the similarities and differences we have discovered between these
accounts and other ancient Near Eastern accounts and events. Much like
how the creation week makes use of already-understood cosmology of
the author’s audience, so too would these narratives have been sourced
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from an “established ancient history” that was already widely believed
by this audience — and note, this is not just an ancient history for us,
but also for the original ancient audience of Genesis. Now, the fact that
these narratives are historical in nature does not by itself guarantee that
inerrancy applies to them, any more than the some cosmological nature
of a description guarantees that inerrancy applies to it. Given what
we’ve said about the prologue and its role within the overall book of
Genesis, it seems that the author is using these narratives, sourced from
the established ancient history already believed by him and his audience,
to highlight important facts about God, humanity, and sin. These facts are
not themselves historical in nature but can be depicted through historical
narrative, just as the facts highlighted in the creation week are not about
the details of cosmology but can be depicted through descriptions of these
details. For example, by its depiction the flood narrative shows us that God
is the creator-judge over everything who is concerned about righteousness
and wickedness — a fact that Abraham himself reflects upon later in
Genesis (18:25). It is these facts, and not the historical narratives used to
highlight them, that are inerrant. These include facts about God being
the ultimate creator-judge, mankind’s persistent sin that puts us at odds
with God, his refusal to destroy the world on account of our sin, and other
things discussed in sections 3.5, 4.3, and 5.4.

Finally, we turn to the genealogies of the sons of Noah. Out of all the
sections of the prologue, these genealogies are the least clear in terms of
how they are used by the author. We’ve said that genealogies are used to
historically locate individuals, but we saw in section 5.2 that the focus of
these genealogies is more so on the neighboring nations of Israel — which
the author took to exhaustive of all the nations of the world — and less
on particular individuals. Within the broader goals of the prologue, these
genealogies are likely used to show that all of the nations of the world
are included in the unfolding problem of sin, and equally in need of a
solution. This would explain nicely why God promises to bless all the
families of the earth through Abram and his family. (12:3) It is this fact, then,
and not the particular geographical understanding of the author and his
audience used to show this fact, that is inerrant.

So, because of the illouctions of the prologue, it is possible for it to
contain cosmological, ancient historical, geographical, and geological in-
accuracies without undermining its inerrancy. On the face of it this may
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sound like a paradoxical claim to make, and it has taken us a significant
amount of space to get to a point where it can be stated without con-
tradiction. It is important, however, that we not overstate the scope of
this conclusion. This conclusion is possible because of the special role of
the Genesis prologue in the overarching story of God’s plan to solve the
problem of sin, together with the style used to fulfill this role. Instead of
saying, “God created everything” the author rather shows his audience
God creating everything, by describing God as creating everything as
already understood by them. Instead of saying, “God is the judge of the
world” he rather shows God being the judge of the world, by describing
him as the cause of a flood already established in their ancient history. And
instead of saying, “The problem of sin pervades the whole earth” he rather
shows this by including the nations already believed to make up the whole
world within this unfolding narrative of sin. Had the role of the prologue
required lessons about cosmology, ancient history, and geography — as,
for instance, the last two are required for the lives of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob — then God could not have accommodated to the erroneous
views of the author and his audience. Thus, we must not hastily generalize
these conclusions to other parts of scripture without careful exegetical
analysis for each and every case. Indeed, as we’ve already said, these same
conclusions do not equally apply to even the rest of Genesis itself.
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